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THEBGLNEWS 
Friday, September 14,1984 
Toledo: Ohio's 
capital today 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
wire editor 
Celeste-ial problems 
Gov. Richard Celeste listens to the complaints of Toledo area residents 
at  the  Continuing  Education  Building  on  the  University  of Toledo 
Money a reason 
OSO'ers stay longer 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Ohio 
State University students are 
taking longer than the standard 
four years to obtain undergrad- 
uate degrees, and university of- 
ficials say money is a big 
reason. 
Dave Marsh, director of the 
university's Office of Planning 
Studies, said only 30 percent of 
the undergraduates enrolled 
over the past seven years grad- 
uated within four years. He said 
the overall graduation rate for 
the past seven years is SO per- 
cent. 
Marsh said the figures at OSU 
are probably similar to those at 
other schools with an open ad- 
missions policy. 
University  officials said fi- 
nances are a major reason stu- 
dents are taking more time to 
graduate. 
"It's costing students more to 
go to school now," said OSU 
assistant director of Student Fi- 
nancial Aids Weldon Millbourne. 
He said financial aid programs 
are dwindling as tuition grows. 
He said many students are 
cutting down on hours in the 
classroom in order to work parl- 
or full-time. 
Millbourne said about 80 per- 
cent of the OSU student body is 
employed. 
Poor academic performance 
can slow a student, too, he said. 
"A number of people don't 
succeed their freshman year," 
he said. 
New AT&T system 
approved, to be in 
by fall semester '85 
by J. Douglas Gurnick 
staff reporter 
The purchase of a $5.06 mil- 
lion telephone system from 
AT&T Information Systems of 
Toledo was approved by the 
Board of Trustees yesterday. 
Installation of the Telecom- 
munications Interconnect Pro- ject (TIP) could begin as soon as 
October and is to Be completed 
before the start of fall semester 
1965, according to James Cor- 
bitt, associate director of auxil- 
iary support services. 
The new telecommunications 
system will be owned and oper- 
ated by the University, which 
will provide telephones to stu- 
dents, administrative offices 
and departments at University 
rates. All billing will be handled 
by telecommunications services 
and the Bursar's office, Corbitt 
said. 
Corbitt noted the upkeep and 
updating of the current Centres 
system, in service since 1969, for 
the six fiscal years from 1985 to 
1991 would cost $8.9 million more 
than maintenance of the new 
system. 
"THE NEW telecommunica- 
tions is not only a vast im- 
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provement; it will enable the 
nook up of personal computers 
and the transmission of data 
over lines ... which, in the long 
run, will earn the University 
money and place us in the foref- 
ront of the nation's universi- 
ties," University President Paul 
Olscamp said. 
TIP equipment will offer the 
option of interconnecting office 
computers at a very low cost, 
allowing for more efficient data 
transmission. 
"What we initially thought 
might cost us as much as $12 
million is less than half that 
amount," he said. 
It also was announced that 
University preliminary totals 
indicate there are over 16,700 
students on the main campus 
this fall, a decrease of 166 stu- 
dents from lb83 figures. Pro- 
tected enrollment at the 
Firelands College was about 11,- 
164, a decrease of 75 from fall of 
1983. 
According to Olscamp, the 
reduction in enrollment was 
planned to comply with a state- 
mandated ceiling of 15,000 full- 
time equivalent students at the 
University. 
Olscamp also said the number 
of new applications received by 
the Graduate College totalled 
344, an increase of 14 percent 
over fall of 1963. 
BG News/ Susan Cross 
campus last night. Celeste and most of his cabinet traveled to Toledo 
as  port  of his  "Capital  for  the  Day"  program,  which allows Ohio 
residents outside of Columbus to speak directly to state officials. 
TOLEDO - The Statehouse 
hasn't moved, but Toledo and 
Columbus trade places today as 
the "Glass Capital" becomes 
Ohio's "Capital For A Day." 
Governor Celeste kicked off 
the activities for the monthly 
governmental road-trip last 
night at University of Toledo's 
Continuing Education Center 
with a reception followed by a 
public question and answer ses- 
sion. 
The governor arrived in To- 
ledo with a large entourage 
which will meet with local offi- 
cials and tour the city. 
"I've brought well over half of 
my cabinet with me ... for the 
ninth 'Capital for a Day' pro- 
gram," he explained. "The pro- 
gram has been to cities like 
Youngstown, Mentor, Dayton, 
Lima and Marrietta." 
The governor arrived nearly 
an hour late for the 6:45 p.m. 
reception. Turbulence on the 
flight from Cleveland, the cause 
of the delay, hadn't caused him 
to lose his sense of humor, how- 
ever. 
He greeted the crowd of 
nearly 300 by joking, " 'Toledo 
Alive has never meant more to 
me." 
CELESTE DWELLED on the 
value of state officials mingling 
with local leaders during his 
opening remarks. 
"We want to bring state gov- 
ernment to a local level so that 
it's not just some nameless and 
faceless beauracracy," he said. 
"It's important that you know 
the faces of the people making 
and implementing the deci- 
sions." 
The governor is spreading 
around his time in Toledo by 
spending the day with diverse 
groups. He begins by having 
breakfast with elected Toledo 
officials at 8 a.m., he lunches 
with labor at the UAW Hall at 12 
noon, he meets with the Cham- 
ber of Commerce at 1 p.m. and 
visits the Troy Senior Center at 
1:45. 
Celeste will fly back to Colum- 
bus this evening, but he insists 
the impact of his visit will last 
far into the future. 
"I hope to talk to as many 
people and listen to as many 
people as I can during my time 
here," he said. 
" 'Capital for a Day' doesn't 
end when we leave." he added. 
"What happens is we knit 
relationships that result in new 
projects and new ideas for the 
city." 
AACIP strikes at Western Michigan 
by Mike Mclntyre 
staff reporter 
The Bowling Green chapter 
of the Association of Ameri- 
can University Professors 
has displayed some dissatis- 
faction about the University's 
solicitation policy, but their 
complaints don't compare to 
those leveled at the Western 
Michigan University admin- 
istration by the WMU chap- 
ter. 
The WMU faculty voted to 
strike last week and Arnie 
Johnston, faculty spokesman 
for the WMU AAUP, said the 
faculty members are striking 
to protect their rights, not for 
economic reasons. 
"In a time of economic 
entrenchment such as this, 
Sou could expect an employer 
i ask for some economic 
cutbacks," Johnston said. 
"This is not the case here; the 
administration is trying to 
take back vested legal rights 
that the faculty has pre- 
viously enjoyed under the old 
contract. 
Johnston cited unfair labor 
practices, interference with 
the mediation process, failure 
to bargain in good faith, ha- 
rassment and threats to fac- 
ulty by administrative 
Krsonnel, attempts to force 
rgaining on vested legal 
rights (such as payment on 
accumulated sick leave) and 
interference with the mail as 
reasons for the strike. 
"BECAUSE OF their 
(WMU administration) un- 
fair labor practices and fail- 
ure to bargain in good faith, 
we have not been able to 
reach an agreement on a con- 
tract," Johnston said. "The 
two teams are negotiating but 
we certainly aren't counting 
our chickens." 
Martin (Joe) Gagie, exec- 
utive to the president and 
assistant vice president of 
university relations at WMU, 
said classes at Western Mich- 
igan will continue throughout 
the strike. 
"Classes are being taught 
by regular faculty, depart- 
ment chairpersons, part-time 
faculty, other bargaining unit 
faculty and graduate assis- 
tants/' Gagie said. 
He said about 60 percent of 
the faculty members did not 
actually strike even though 
they may have voted that 
way. 
"Faculty members may 
vote to strike, but when it 
comes time to teach class, 
things are different," Gagie 
said. "I'm sure some profes- 
sors are picketing when 
they're not scheduledto teach 
and teaching when they 
aren't picketing." 
Johnston said he can't deny 
some faculty members are 
still teaching their classes, 
but he believes the 60 percent 
figure is unrealistic. 
"I WOULD say fig- 
ures like 76.4 percent of the 
faculty members out and only 
23.6 percent still teaching 
their classes is closer to the 
truth," Johnston said. 
Johnston and Gagie agree, 
however, that every effort 
will be made so students' 
education will not suffer from 
the strike. 
"The faculty will guar- 
antee the students do not lose 
by the strike," Johnston said. 
"We'll have extra meetings, 
extra assignments, whatever 
it takes to preserve the essen- 
tial features of the semes- 
ter." 
Johnston  added the  stu- 
dents are backing the faculty. 
"We have massive support 
from the students and fac- 
ulty," he said. "A lot of the 
students  are  even   on  the 
Siicket lines alone with the 
acuity members. 
Don McQuarie.  associate 
erofessor of sociology at 
owling Green and member 
of the AAUP, said a similar 
situation is not likely to hap- 
pen here. 
"I think despite our 
(AAUP) problems with the 
solicitation policy, we are not 
even close to a strike situa- 
tion at Bowling Green," Mc- Quarie said. 
HE ADDED if problems 
continue to increase with 
grievances at the University, 
the situation could become 
more serious. 
"In recent decisions over 
the past year or so, the ad- 
ministration has not been act- 
ing on the recommendations 
of the grievance committee," 
McQuarie said. "This is of 
much more concern to the 
faculty because if the prob- 
lem is not taken care of, then 
the faculty no longer has a 
legal means to convey griev- 
ances," he said. 
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BG News/Susan CTOM Psych prep 
Karen Bodi, sophomore education major, studies outside of the Education building while waiting for her   psychology class to begin. 
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Editorial— 
Reagan, Gromyko 
needed the thaw 
September 28, 1984 may be one of the most 
important days in American history. For the 
first time in his presidency, Ronald Reagan will 
meet with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gro- 
myko. 
The meeting comes at a time when many ana- 
lysts felt the cold war waged between the Soviet 
Union and the United States in the 1950s had 
returned. The Reagan- Gromyko talks are a crack 
in the wall of deeply frozen ice the Reagan adminis- 
tration has built between the two countries with 
their aggressive stance on arms control. 
Since the Soviets walked out of the arms talks 
and boycotted the Olympics no one was looking for 
them to sincerely reappear before the November 
election. Especially in light of the recent verbal 
battles raged between the Kremlin and the White 
House. Last week the Soviet news agency Tass said 
that U.S.- Soviet relations were at their "lowest 
point in history." 
So why are the Soviets so willing to talk now, 
when they must realize it can only mean an election 
boom to the re-election of a man they have been 
totally unable to deal with? 
Either the Soviets have realized that Reagan will 
win in November, which they must have by now, or, 
the Soviets are baiting on Reagan with plans of 
backing out near November and making the presi- 
dent look impotent in foreign affairs. 
Whatever their reason it is far too important an 
event for the president to play politics and use the 
meeting to make himself look good. 
Reagan must work diligently toward an arms 
control agreement with the Soviets. He should put 
past disagreements aside and show the Soviets he 
is sincere in wanting peace. 
Deficit problem not adding up 
Religion and politics 
will always be mixed 
by George W. Cornell 
All the campaign fuss about 
whether religion should be in- 
volved with politics is "incred- 
ibly naive," said a researcher 
whose work has shown them to 
be closely and regularly inter- 
twined. 
"They are inextricably 
linked," said psychologist Peter 
Benson of Minneapolis, research 
director for the Search Center 
for studies into beliefs and va- 
lues. 
"The ties between religion 
and   politics   are   incredibly 
While American history indi- 
cates such links throughout the 
country's life, he said current 
research has shown those links 
remain powerfully determin- 
ative in the legislative votes of 
Congress members. 
"It's important that we be 
up-front about how religion and 
politics are connected, rather 
than hiding from it," he said. 
"We need dialogue on the con- 
nections between politics and 
our value systems.' 
The pioneering study he 
headed involved extensive inter- 
views with a cross-section of 
U.S. Congress members, explor- 
ing their religious beliefs com- 
pared with their positions in 
eight key legislative areas. 
It was found that the 
relationships were so close that 
how legislators stood on the va- 
rious issues could be projected 
by knowing Just half of their 
respective religious profiles. 
"We found that religious be- 
liefs and values are strongly 
related to voting behavior in 
each of the eight legislative 
areas, ranging from military 
expenditure to civil liberties," 
Benson said. 
He said both President Rea- 
gan   and   Democratic   presi- 
dential candidate Walter 
Mondale have been fuzzy about 
the matter - Mondale by imply- 
ing religion should be kept out of 
politics, Reagan by implying 
only his way upheld religion. 
"The ties are there, and 
we're better off in articulating 
what those ties are, and the 
many different types of ties," 
Benson said. 
The research results, pub- 
lished by Harper & Row in Ben- 
son's 1982 book, "Religion on 
Capitol Hill: Myths and Reali- 
ties," found that there were two 
main types of religion at work in 
influencing the legislators. 
Benson said a kind of "verti- 
cal religion'' characterized most 
conservatives, emphasizing in- 
dividual relationship to God, and 
a "horizontal religion" charac- 
terized most liberals, emphasiz- 
ing work for just relationships 
among people.   • 
Both the individual and com- 
munal aspects - love for God 
and fellow humans - are in- 
volved in Judeo-Christianity. 
and Benson said congressional 
moderates "tend to balance the 
horizontal and the vertical" el- 
ements. 
Congress members were 
found just as religious as Ameri- 
cans generally, and both "verti- 
cal" and "horizontal" types 
were found equally religious in 
such matters as frequency of 
prayer, Scripture reading, 
church involvement and views 
of the importance of religion. 
He said Reagan tends to be 
"vertical" in his religion, em- 
phasizing individual relations to 
God rather than with building 
community justice and peace, 
while Mondale tends to be more 
"horizontal" in his religious out- 
look. 
George W. Cornell is a reli- 
gion writer for the Associated 
Press. 
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Houra 8 am lo 5 p m Monday through Friday 
by John Cunniff 
It's hard to say what it adds 
up to, but to make a stab at an 
answer you might say it means 
greater productivity, satisfac- 
tion, freedom and marketplace 
competition, all of which are 
good and certainly keep the 
president smiling. 
In fact Reagan's battle with 
the darkening red deficit is be- 
coming hard to see in America's 
hartland. 
Whatever, there is enough 
evidence in the form of books 
and newsletters and indepen- 
dent observation to know that a 
lot of people out there are doing 
their own thing these days and 
benefiting from it. 
They are buying blue chip 
stocks through dividend re- 
investment plans and thus 
avoiding brokerage fees. And 
they are buying them in afforda- 
ble amounts, like $25 a month. 
Try finding a broker who would 
handle such an order. 
They have learned also that 
the blue chips get the publicity 
but that there are small compa- 
nies in their own hometown that 
might offer better returns and 
2maybe even a chance to sit on 
the board of directors. 
They are doing their own 
investment thinking, thanks in 
part to those little computers 
that allow them to analyze as 
well as many, if not most, of the 
highly promoted professional 
advisers and investment man- 
agers. 
They - your friends and 
neighbors - are also asserting 
their independence in the real 
estate markets, buying directly 
from owners and lenders and 
thereby avoiding a 6 percent or 7 
percent real estate commission. 
Such buyers have discovered 
other advantages too. A lender, 
such as a savings bank, which 
has been forced to foreclose on a 
house, might offer to finance a 
buyer to take it off its hands. 
And pay the closing costs too. 
Many thousands of people 
have scorned the advice, given 
over and over, that they cannot 
afford to own a home. They have 
bought rundown properties and 
fixed them up. 
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And they have learned to 
operate them too. They have cut 
heating costs by challenging the 
ehilosophy that a house is meant 
i keep the world out. At little 
cost they have installed glass 
openings to let in the warming 
sun. 
Homeowners have been buy- 
ing appliances, furnishings, lug- 
gage and dozens of other items 
by mail at rock-bottom prices 
through, of all people, the bank 
that services their credit card. 
Thousands of people are buy- 
ing automobiles through buying 
clubs that claim to get the lowest 
prices in town. And the car mar- 
kets are further changed by 
people willing to seek second- 
hand bargains. Who said you 
should keep a car only four 
years. Carmakers? Who said 
you had to keep up with the 
Joneses? 
The independence of institu- 
tional outlets and conventional 
thinking isn't restricted to just a 
few things either. 
A good many people seem to 
have concluded that blue-collar 
work - as an electrician or 
plumber, for example - is more 
satisfying and financially re- 
warding than working as a 
dressed-up bureaucrat. 
John Cunniff is a business 
analyst (or the Associated 
Press. 
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Olscamp policy called unfair 
by Donald McQuarle 
The story on the BGSU solici- 
tation policy which ran in the 
Sept. 6 issue of the BG News 
raises a number of crucial is- 
sues concerning free speech 
rights which should be of Inter- 
est to the entire University com- 
munity. 
The University's solicitation 
policy was declared by Presi- 
dent Olscamp, acting unilate- 
rally and without the advise or 
consent of the University Fac- 
ulty Senate. Furthermore, this 
policy was not drawn up by the 
usual University lawyers, but 
was drafted in consultation with 
the Akron law firm of Millisor, 
Belkin, and Nobil, a firm with 
extensive experience in the field 
of labor relations. 
The timing of the solicita- 
tions policy, the peculiar in- 
volvement of Millisor, etc., and 
the unilateral nature of its decla- 
ration all lead to the conclusion 
that its enactment was for one 
reason only - to harass and 
impede any efforts to establish 
collective bargaining rights for 
University staff and faculty. 
The University administra- 
tion denies this charge, which 
has been made by the BG chap- 
ter of the American Association 
of University Professors 
(AAUP), and has contended that 
the University's solicitation pol- 
icy is identical to that of other 
Ohio universities. But the fact is 
that BG's policy is much 
harsher and stricter. 
In a May 29, 1984 letter to 
Professor Elliot Blinn of the BG 
chapter of the AAUP, Mason 
categorically stated that the 
AAUP was prohibited from us- 
ing the campus mail for any 
purpose. 
In the same story, President 
Olscamp is quoted as denying 
my charge that he had used the 
campus mail to criticize the pro- 
union position. The BG News 
article states: "He (Olscamp) 
said that he had not sent out any 
information regarding unions. 
But a letter dated March 5,1984, 
addressed to All Bowling Green 
Employees, and signed by Pres- 
ident Olscamp was in fact circu- 
lated through the campus mail 
to faculty and staff last spring 
for precisely this purpose. This 
letter, a copy of which is on file 
with the BG News, ostensibly 
claims to educate University 
employees about their "rights ' 
under the just passed Senate Bill 
133 without taking sides for or 
against union membership. The 
bulk of the letter is a refutation 
of four "inaccurate claims" 
which have been made regard- 
ing union membership. 
The first "claim" is that the 
new state law "requiresemploy- 
ees to become members of a 
union so you had better choose 
one now." Dr. Olscamp pro- 
ceeds to reassure his readers 
that this is untrue and that the 
University will protect them 
from being forced to join a 
union. The following paragraphs 
make similar ourtageous 
charges concerning compulsory 
payment of union dues and reas- 
sure University employees that 
they do not have to join a union 
in order to obtain any benefits 
negotiated in a collective bar- 
gaining agreement. The final 
paragraph pointedly warns Uni- 
versity employees not to "feel 
rushed" to sign a union authori- 
zation card to request a collec- 
tive bargaining election. 
The censorship policy de- 
vised by President Olscamp and 
his legal firm is not illegal - it is 
within his power to write such a 
policy. But this policy is shock- 
ing reversal of long traditions of 
free speech and communication 
on this campus. It should not be 
the policy of a university to 
restrict and censor the exchange 
of ideas and information. To 
label the AAUP a "union" and 
then censor it does a great injus- 
tice to an organization that has a 
reputation for decades of wprk 
defending academic freedom 
and the integrity of academic 
life on campuses across this 
nation. 
I hope that the administra- 
tion will realize that its solicita- 
tion policy is a mistake. The 
Faculty Senate is currently at 
work on a substitute policy 
which will provide the legiti- 
mate protection of a commer- 
cial solicitation policy while 
avoiding censorship. Beyond 
this particular issue, however, 
this incident raises disturbing 
questions about the arbitrary 
exercise of administrative 
power in an institution which is 
founded on the concept of collec- 
tive collegial decision-making. 
This collegial process is essen- 
tial to the functioning of a great 
university; its destruction will 
benefit none. 
Donald McQuarie is an asso- 
ciate professor in the depart- 
ment of Sociology. 
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Rec center director calls sauna a stress haven 
Nancy Boslwick 
reporter 
Using a sauna is more mind- 
relaxing than physically benefi- 
cial, according to Dr. Terry Par- 
sons, director of the Student 
Recreation Center. 
"As a stress haven, the sauna 
can be an acceptable type of 
usage," he said. A sauna is not 
a substitute for vigorous physi- 
cal activity." 
The widespread belief that 
saunas can lead to weight reduc- 
tion is false, Parsons said. The 
loss an individual experiences is 
water and this is quickly replen- 
ished by taking fluids into the 
system, he saia. 
An aerobic exercise program 
such as swimming, walking or 
biking is more valuable in rais- 
ing the cardiovascular fitness 
level, Parsons said, adding the 
sauna should be considered part 
of a whole diet and aerobic exer- 
cise routine. 
The sauna in the Student Rec- 
reation Center is heated by an 
electric device, much like a 
home heater, with rocks cover- 
ing it, he said. Because there is 
no moisture being applied to the 
heating device, the heat gener- 
ated is dry heat. The sauna is 
kept at about 140 degrees. 
Dry heat promotes more 
sweating, making it easier to 
tolerate higher temperatures," 
said Dr. Richard Bowers, pro- 
fessor of health, physical educa- 
tion and recreation and director 
of the fitness and sports physical 
laboratory. 
THE LENGTH of time spent 
in a sauna is determined by 
one's condition and experience, 
he said. The physical effects of 
the sauna include elevated body 
temperature and sweating, he 
said. 
Students who remain in the 
sauna for extended periods of 
time are risking injuries such as 
dehydration, muscular weak- 
ness and losing equilibrium, 
Bowers said. 
The sudden change in body 
temperature brought about by 
going from the sauna into cold 
water or a cold shower can 
cause problems for individuals 
with heart problems, he added. 
"If you have any kind of a 
cardiovascular condition, it 
could cause a shock to the sys- 
tem, causing an individual to 
collapse," he said. 
The sauna should also be 
avoided after eating, Bowers 
said. The migration of blood 
away from internal organs to 
the body's surface "can disrupt 
the digestive process." 
Entering the sauna after 
drinking alcohol is also discour- 
aged. 
"If you've been exercising 
vigorously for hours, there is no 
need to go into a sauna," Bowers 
said. 
The sauna can be valuable for 
closing oneself away from the 
rest of the world or for gaining 
an invigorated feeling, but stu- 
dents should not view it as a way 
to benefit their fitness level, 
Parsons said. 
"Use the sauna with caution; 
it can be beneficial in terms of 
relaxation, but not as a diet 
mechanism," Bowers said. 
"Use it in moderation." 
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Steamed up BG News/Phil Maslurzo 
John Memsic. sophomore computer science major, enjoys a  185 degrees Farenheit sauna at the Student 
Recreation Center after a hard workout in the weight room. 
rDateline 
Friday, Sept. 14 
Happy Hours - Phi Kappa 
Psi fraternity happy hours, 
promoting the bathtub race, 
will begin with music by the 
X-citerrs at College Park 
from 3:30 to 7:30 p.m. Food 
and drink will be sold. All 
proceeds go to multiple scle- 
rosis. Open to all with admis- 
sion of $1. 
Jewish group - The Jewish 
Students Group will be hold- 
ing the first of its monthly 
bagel brunches on Sunday, 
Sept. 16, at 11 a.m. in the 
Faculty Lounge of the Uni- 
versity Union. All interested 
students and faculty are in- 
vited to attend. For further 
information on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contact Da- 
vid Weinberg at 372-2940. 
Senior Pictures - Today at 5 
p.m. is the deadline for hav- 
ing senior pictures taken. 
Open to all University seniors 
with appointments at 310 Stu- 
dent Services building. 
Saturday Sept. 15 
Running Race - The Oldest 
Race in Town and The BG 
Fitness Fair are sponsoring a 
5k and 10k race with prizes 
and T-shirts. It is being held 
at the Wood County Hospital 
on West Wooster Street. For 
more information, call 352- 
8483 or 352-1274. 
Bathtub Race - The annual 
bathtub race given by Phi 
Kappa Psi fraternity will be 
held at noon at Peregrine 
Pond. All proceeds wiB be 
given to multiple sclerosis. 
Open to all. 
STADIUM LAUNDRY    i 
"Clean & Comfortable Atmosphere" 
OPEN 7 DAYS 8:00 AM - 10:30 PM 
• Attendant On Duty 
• Dry Cleaning 
• Laundry - Self Serve Or Drop Off 
•    " 
352-9719 IN STADIUM PLAZA 
■ ■■ coupoNjm m ■■ i 
The Phoenix Palace 
CHINESE RESTAURANT 
MNOff Any Chinese 
MIDNITE STIOW ONLY 12.00 AT •OTH THfATRES THE BEST LATE-WTE EMTERTAIMENT VAIUE 
CLA-ZEL riNtMA 14 2 
TEA OR COFFEE     Sll DDGf 
INLUDED 
354-2277 
WITH EGG DROP SOUP O 
1 Coupon per Order - Eat In or Carry Out 
WE HAVE LUNCH i DINNER SPECIALS EACH OAY 
183 S. Main Bowling Green   I 
■ ■■ COUPONHI ■■ ■■ MB ■■ 
l THE FUNNIEST 
ROCK AND 
ROIL 
PAROOT 
EVERI   gj 
ANIMAL 
ONE OF THE 
FUNMEST FUS EVER MADE - SEE m 
, TO-GA' TOGA' 
WEAR A 
TOOA- 
OET IN FREE! 
WE SALUTE 
FRA-TER- 
NATIESI 
lillilBWl 
HEY DUDE, 
BUSCH 
€oot&. yamnr 
|BUD LIGHT) IMICHEL0B 
(SUITCASE) 
STATE 
MINIMUM 
<xlima     COLD KING KEGS   .«* 
]|fc ^fcaaa^' 
Heineken 
First Fall Semester       ^> 
Meeting for ^^^ 
PRE—LAW SOCIETY 
Monday, Sept. 17, 8:00 p.m. 
300 Moseley 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME 
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ 
DELTA ZETA 
Welcomes their new 
Initiates 
Laura Badal Karen Krach 
Sharon Barton Mary Kaye Marquardt 
Debbi Cooper Kelley McGough 
Amy Cottle Amy Piesen 
Marcy Kline Jane Masehari 
Deb Knauf Julie Rider 
Linda Schooley 
N i  
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ 
LET'S PARTY!!! 
10 
BASH RIPROCK'S 
128 W. Wooster 
354-3939 
DELIVERY HOURS: 
Weekdays-11:30 am to Close 
Weekends • Noon lo Close 
Buy 1 Get 1 for V2 Price 
Purchase any Bash potato, sub, Mexican specialty or 
bagel sandwich and receive a 2nd of equal or lesser 
■ value for Vt price. 
(Not valid with other coupons) 
Expires 9/17/84 
'At Bash's You Always Get More For Tour Money" 
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How to cope with change, activity 
'Superwoman' seminar scheduled 
by Teresa Perretti 
staH reporter 
A seminar to help women 
learn to cope with change and 
activity in their lives is being 
offered by Women Studies and 
Women for Women tomorrow, 
8:45 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
According to Diana Borsi, 
member of Women for Women 
and a coordinator of Feminist 
Insitute III - "The Superwoman 
Syndrome," the program devel- 
oped from the need for women to 
deal with being superwomen. 
This involves setting unrealistic 
goals, expectations and de- 
mands on themselves. 
The seminar is the third in a 
series at the University. 
"The Feminist Institute pre- 
sented by Women Studies and 
Women for Women is a tradition 
rr COUPONS 
FREE PIZZA 
"WE GIVE YOU mORE!" 
Buy a large 
16" Plzxa 
Get a 
medium 13" 
FREE I I With same numb»* of lt»m$ 
On* Coupon P#< Pizza 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.C. 
He CMI.iu Thli Sp«<l»l 
P,ck Up o. 0,ne In PiSOOClrO'S 
E«p..eS   10-1 S<4 •"»■- 
Bvy a medium 
13" Pizza 
Get a 
Small lO" 
FREE 
With lomt numb*' of Wmi 
On* Coupon P«i Pizza 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
of addressing particular prob- 
lems that women face in their 
everyday lives," Borsi said. 
"Society says that women 
should be the perfect mother, 
hold a man. have a job. We try 
harder and harder to get our life 
in order until we are exhausting 
ourselves," she said. 
The program will help women 
become assertive so they can 
refuse to do things they do not 
want to do. 
"WE HAVE a right to choose 
what activities we are going to 
get involved in," Borsi said. RWe hope this program will help 
us (women) feel better about 
carrying on our lives rather than 
feeling guilty about the things 
we can't do. 
Keynote- speakers include 
Joan Bissland, director of eve- 
pi%8<>lK>,5   352-5166 InZZO   OPEN 4 P m 
^ = a = = = = COUPONS — a ^ 
QUQDQNQ 
2 SEPTEMBER SPECIALS 
DRINK 
SPECIAL 
LONG 
ISLAND 
TEA 
FOOD 
SPECIAL 
GRANDE 
BGRRITO 
NOW 3.95! 
"Best Appetizers & Cocktails in Town1 
SUNDANCE 352-109; 
ning credit programs and adult 
learner services in the Office of 
Continuing Education: Suzanne 
Crawford, director of Affirmi- 
tive Action, and Janice Maat- 
man, co-director of United 
Christian Fellowship. 
All three women have chosen 
topics they believe are part of 
the superwoman syndrome. 
"My talk is the superwoman 
as non-traditional student (one 
who has had a break in her 
education), tying them to the 
superwoman concept - helping 
them to prioritize goals ana get 
done the essential things," Bis- 
sland said. 
Maatman will be presenting 
"Calm Chaos." 
"I will be leading people in a 
kind of fantasy exercise to help 
them get at where their lives are 
going. What are they trying to 
build with their lives?" Maat- 
man said. 
ACCORDING TO Maatman, 
an individual focus is necessary 
to find a center in your life and 
be able to deal with tasks. 
MIKE'S 
PART/ MART 
Located on South Mam 
'near K-Marti 
Minimum Prices   | 
! •7,% 2 liter 99« 
| • Ice 60* bag 
I Specials Good with/coupon No Limit  I 
Undergraduate Student Government 
UNDERGRADUATE 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
CABINET 
is now taking applications 
for assistants to: 
• Academic Affairs 
• Public Relations 
• University Committees 
• Student Welfare 
AVAILABLE: 405 Student Services 
DEADLINE: Friday, September 14, 
5 p.m. 
Shrill fire alarms 
express urgency, 
hall director says 
by Patti Skinner 
reporter 
Dorm residents will soon be 
hearing the less-than-melo- 
dious sounds of the fire 
alarm. 
"It is an obnoxious noise 
but it needs to frighten people 
somewhat so they know it's 
an urgent situation," said 
Pam Walters, hall director 
for Ashley Hall. 
"The most important thing 
is to vacate the building, 
Kelly McGough, a resident 
adviser in Ashley, said. Stu- 
dents are to close doors and 
windows, leave drapes open 
and lights on and leave the 
building in an orderly fash- 
ion. 
"They should lock their 
doors because it can be a big 
time for theft," said Mc- 
Gough. "They get free lock- 
out keys if they forget theirs 
because of the drill. 
"You don't get a second 
chance," John Johnson, hall 
director of Conklin Hall, said. 
"Unfortunately, many disas- 
trous fires are preceded by 
false alarms and, when it 
comes to the real thing, the 
students don't take ft se- 
riously anymore." 
STUDENTS CAUGHT tam- 
pering with fire alarms or 
extinguishers are referred to 
the University's Office of 
Standards and Procedures. 
The offense carries a mini- 
mum fine of $1,000, possible 
suspension and possible fel- 
ony charges depending upon 
the seventy of the case. 
Each residence hall is re- 
quired to have at least one 
fire drill a semester, accord- 
ing to Residence Life policy. 
Walters said she tries to 
schedule a fire drill when she 
thinks the majority of the 
residents are in. 
Some people have the mis- 
taken belief brick buildings 
such as residence halls wfll 
not burn. "Anything will burn 
if it gets hot enough," John- 
son said. "There's plenty of 
stuff to burn in the dorm 
rooms such as the carpet, 
furniture, curtains, posters, 
decorations." 
Smoke inhalation is often a 
greater danger than the fire 
itself, Johnson said. "At least 
90 percent of the time, people 
will be dead before the fire 
gets to them," he said. 
"AS FAR AS fires go, this 
University has been very for- 
tunate, we've had no tragic 
fires in terms of loss of life," 
said Johnson. "There have 
been some major fires in 
terms of property damage, 
but you don't hear so much 
about those." 
In conjunction with the Uni- 
versity s Environmental 
Services, Johnson has put to- 
gether a film on fire safety in 
residence halls. In the film's 
preface, students are tested 
on what thev know about fire 
safety. 
The film was shot on cam- 
pus except for segments in- 
terviewing students who were 
in a residence hall Ore at a 
Wisconsin university. Anyone 
interested in showing the film 
should contact Johnson or 
Environmental Services. 
FIJI ISLAND '84 
Natives... 
Scott & Melanie 
Phil & Mary 
Drew & Lori 
Tank & Dotti 
Bob & Lisa 
Randy & Diane 
T.J. & Ann 
Fujimo & Tanya 
Ozzie & Babe 
Todd & Shelley 
Buddy & Chris 
Tad & Buffy 
Gregg & Tina 
Andy & Betsy 
?a« r  iOS?       And Tne Rest °f The Trib* Jeff & Jod.e Aloha, 
*v * 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 516 E 
*t% 
(
**4 
HOURS: Mon.-Wed. 11:00 A.M. - 2:30 A.M. 
Thurs.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 
Sunday Noon - 2:30 A.M. 
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY 
352-1504 
Free 
Delivery 
9 inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
1 Free Pepsi 
$.40 OFF ln*kk0nly 
k 
Sub 
Coupon Good For 
1 Free Pepsi 
with any large aub 
Delivery Only 
12 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
2 Free Pepsi 
$.60 OFF limit only 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
Free 6 pack of Pepsi 
with any 
16" (2) items or more pizza 
14 Inch Pizza 
Coupon Good For 
3 Free Pepsi 
$.80 OFF Inside Only 
± 
1 FREE 
PEPSI 
with any Chef Salad 
Except Specials 
Delivery Only M 
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Technology students get 
lab, factory experience 
by Jeanette Kleeberger 
reporter  
Although it's the only au- 
tonomous school within the 
University, the School of 
Technology is perhaps less 
well-known than many col- 
lege departments on campus. 
The school is housed in the 
Technology Building at the 
northwest corner of campus. 
The building contains labo- 
ratories where students can 
work in areas such as photog- 
raphy, drafting and mechan- 
ics. 
A large portion of the build- 
ing is devoted to a lab similar 
to a factory, Jerry Streichler, 
director of the School of Tech- 
nology, said. He said students 
use the lab to get f actory-type 
experience without leaving 
campus. 
The school provides its 700 
undergraduate students with 
required courses and a 
chance to decide what area of 
technology they prefer, 
Streichler said. 
Students may specialize in 
one of eight types of technol- 
ogy ranging from construc- 
tion technology to electronic 
technology. 
In addition to the basic 
courses and practical learn- 
ing environment, the students 
are required to participate in 
the Cooperative Education 
Program sponsored by the 
school, Streichler said. 
"It is an experience in busi- 
ness and industry for wages 
... and it alternates with the 
academic program," 
Streichler said. In the pro- 
gram, students work for a 
term and attend classes for a 
term. 
HE ADDED it is different 
from an internship because 
the employer becomes part of 
the educational program. 
This enables the faculty to 
discover the program's 
strengths and weaknesses. 
"We notice the difference 
in our students when they 
return ... You can see true 
professional behavior among 
our students." Streichler 
said. "They know what it 
means to be out there earning 
the dollar, being under the 
daily pressures and chal- 
lenges of working in technol- 
Students can also benefit 
from the school's own coun- 
seling program and profes- 
sional organizations. 
Students in the School of 
Technology have two degree 
options. 
"The student who prepares 
to be a technical manager 
would graduate with a bache- 
lor of science in technology," 
Streichler said. "The student 
who is preparing to teach 
would graduate with the 
bachelor of science in educa- 
tion." 
He added there is a grad- 
uate degree available for 
those students interested in 
teaching technology at a col- 
lege level. 
Professor Schwerkolt leads a demonstration in his Photo Offset Printing course. VClSolTone"" mSn? 
"hands on" courses held in the Technology Building.  
Popcorn getting more popular in Ohio 
TOLEDO (AP) - Business is 
popping for Ohio's popcorn pro- 
ducers, thanks to famous-name 
endorsements, the health and 
fitness craze and research that's 
making popcorn pop better, 
according to industry represen- 
tatives. 
"Overall, popcorn is getting 
more popular," said Don Mount, 
research and development man- 
ager for Wyandot Inc. of Mar- 
ion, which bills itself as the 
country's largest popcorn ex- 
porter. 
Ohio's popcorn industry - the 
second largest of any state in the 
country - also was represented 
by one of its smallest producers 
at Agro Ohio '84, the first trade 
show in the state aimed at luring 
foreign buyers. 
Wyandot officials said the ex- 
port market for popcorn has 
been cut in half by the strong 
dollar and a pinched interna- 
tional economy, but Rod Mi- 
chaels, who has a small popcorn 
producing operation in Clyde, 
said Wednesday that the do- 
mestic popcorn market is boom- 
ing. 
MICHAELS' NORTHFORK 
Popcorn Farms began seven 
years ago when he planted 18 
acres of popcorn. This year, he 
planted 300 acres and could have 
used 200 more to keep up with 
demand, he said. 
He was the only popcorn 
grower in his area when he 
started out, but said he has been joined by about a dozen other 
farmers who contract to grow 
com for Wyandot. 
The Marion-based company 
buys corn from about 200 Ohio 
farmers for processing into pop- 
corn and other corn-based snack 
foods, said Jean Johnson, export 
sales manager for the company. 
While Michaels is as inter- 
ested in attracting domestic 
buyers as foreign investors, 
Wyandot came to Agro Expo in 
hopes of halting a decline in 
Bowling Green 
Seventh Day Adverttist Church 
Welcomes Back Students 
Bible Study Sat. 8:30 a.m. 
Worship Service Sat. 9:30 a.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
331 S. Enterprise 
352-0943 
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FALCONS VS. GREEN BAY 
FREE! 
200 BGSU SOCCER CAPS GIVEN AWAY 
2:00 p.m. COCHRAN FIELD 
SEE FALCON SOCCER 
BE PART OF THE ACTION 
popcorn exports. 
'"The export market (for pop- 
corn) as a whole is about naif 
what it was a year ago, because 
of the high dollar,    Johnson 
said. "It's very difficult to sell 
overseas because of the political 
situation and the currency situa- 
tion. We can't do much about 
it." 
STADIUM CINEMA 1*2 
PIAZA   •OWIINC CRfEN PH. 352-03*5 
Mr sir rwr m mm our m neri > raw ur • w 
CAK in WICK aa n Ktanc n» arotra no M 
•MID «■ sat muaianii mo r* Kor OF i turn raw 
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MARTIN   TOMI.IN 
AlLOFME* 
STICK AROUND AFTERWARDS AND SEE 'PURPLE RAIN' FREE! 
TWO FOR ONE LOW PRICE! 
104 S. MAIN ST. 
1354-1232 
SHRIMP & OYSTER BAR 
HAPPY HOURS 
SATURDAY 4:00-7:00 pm. 
MILTON'S 
Bowling Green's Party Place 
- ATTENTION - 
Everyone 19 Years & Older Is Invited To 
\PARTY 
n ii/i 
Rosie & Aaron's Junw ii-Jive Band 
This Weekend 
Gamma Phi Beta 
Proudly Announces 
the 1984 Fall Pledge Class 
«4>i 
Jennifer Allen 
Sue Bell 
Linda Bielanski 
Peggy Carney 
Kristy Clements 
Karen Dicker 
Donna Defiore 
Annette Dominic 
Cindy Fetter 
Amy Ford 
Susan Fullerton 
Julie Gecowets 
Elaine Gray 
Amy Hall 
Jill Horvath 
Mary Ignat 
I Rebecca Lyle 
Karla Meade 
Sharon Morris 
Amy Rawlings 
Amy Read 
Deana Rohn 
Kathi Rosemeyer 
Carole Schuler 
Michelle Sforzo 
Cindy Stammen 
Elizabeth Stephan 
Lori Tebbits 
Lynn Todd 
Valerie Voight 
Sue Webber 
Alisa Zimmerman 
Welcome to our Sisterhood! 
til,*-*,**************-******************-** 
DISCOVER THE AMANI 
NOW OPEN FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
6 p.m. to midnight as well as 
Sunday thru Thursday 
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE      SET A 
FREE 
ICE 
CREAM 
CONE 
WITH THE PURCHASE  ?  OF 
A SANDWICH ft BEVERAGE 
THIS OFFER GOOD 
THRU OCT. 20 
FRI & SAT NIGHTS 
ONLY 
60 AHEADI ENJOY YOURSELF 
AT THE AMANI 
■■ mmmm ■NHRNMNMNMNNNBHi 
■•*■■      „". 
Elsewhere 
Toilet leak almost cost $50,000 
CHICAGO (AP) - An el- 
derly widow says she never 
became suspicious of a con- 
tractor who allegedly 
charged $16,000 for six visits 
and told her it would cost $50,- 
000 to fix a leaky toilet. 
But a concerned bank clerk 
did, and called an off-duty 
police officer moonlighting as 
a guard. They may have 
saved 84-year-old Rose Ro- 
lek's life savings. 
"I was never suspicious, 
but the price always seemed 
too high." Rolek said. "My 
sister-in-law was always hol- 
lering at me, 'You're paving 
way too much.' 
"How was I to know? When 
you get someone to do some 
work, and they come out and 
see there's no man in the 
house, they can charge you 
anything they want." 
EIGHT CENTRAL Home 
Improvement Contractors 
employees   were   arrested 
Wednesday as they tore up 
the floor of Rolek's basement. 
They were charged with 
criminal damage to property 
and released on $100 bond 
pending an Oct. 11 court ap- 
pearance. 
Central owner Willie Nearn 
ST., was unavailable for com- 
ment Wednesday. An an- 
swering service handling the 
company's calls said no em- 
ployees were in the office 
and probably wouldn't be 
for the rest of the day." There 
was no answer at the compa- 
ny's offices today. 
Bank clerk Joyce Narducy 
began unraveling the case 
when Rolek went to Citicorp 
Savings on Monday and with- 
drew $25,000. After being told 
it was for a plumbing job, Ms. 
Narducy summoned James 
Ryan, a 22-year police vet- 
eran working mornings as a 
bank security guard. 
Ryan asked Rolek if she 
had a contract for the job. 
"She pulled a piece of pa- 
per out of her purse," Ryan 
said. The paper stipulated she 
would pay $25,000 immedi- 
ately and make a series of $5,- 
000 monthly payments, for a 
total of $50,000. 
Ryan called his station and 
two officers went to Rolek's 
South Side home, where the 
company's employees were 
at work. 
A SECOND contractor 
later told police that the 
clogged pipes for Rolek's 
leaky toilet simply needed to 
be cleaned out - a job he 
estimated at $150. 
Attorney General Neil Har- 
tigan's office has received 
more than 40 complaints from 
consumers alleging use of 
deceptive practices by Cen- 
tral. Hartigan's office filed a 
suit against Neam last June 
for allegedly inducing cus- 
tomers to pay for bogus fur- 
nace repairs. 
Police increase patrols 
after Columbus attacks 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Police 
have beefed up patrols in a west 
side neighborhood after a series 
of daylight attacks on women in 
a rent-subsidized apartment 
complex. 
Police said 10 women, ranging 
in age from 53 to 90, have been 
attacked since early August at 
Wedgewood Park Apartments. 
Police say three men, described 
as in their late teens and early 
20s, are responsible for the at- 
tacks, all of which have oc- 
curred between 11 a.m. and 5 
p.m. 
The latest and most serious 
incident occurred at 11:40 a.m. 
Monday when Barbara Leach, 
53, was pulled down six steps, 
then dragged across a floor after 
a robber grabbed her purse 
strap. 
She was in good condition 
yesterday in Doctors West Hos- 
Eital with two broken bones in 
er left leg and shattered bones 
in her left shoulder. 
"I tried to hold on to my 
purse. Obviously, I lost," Leach 
said. 
Sgt. John Warren said Leach 
was the only victim seriously 
injured. 
Warren said the robberies dif- 
fer from most purse snatchings 
because the women were inside 
the apartment buildings when 
they were attacked from behind. 
Police believe one of the men 
may be hiding in the building or 
following the women inside, 
while a second acts as a lookout 
outside the apartment. 
Private funding used 
_  1 -   
INTERESTED IN SOCIAL 
JUSTICE ISSUES? 
• The Nuclear arms race 
• Increased U.S. intervention in Central America 
• Registration for the draft 
• World hunger 
Then come to the Social Justice 
Committee Organizational Meeting 
Sunday, Sept. 16, at 8:00 p.m. 
St. Thomas Moore Fireside Lounge 
For more informational I 352-0665 
WA building memorials 
• COLUMBUS (AP)-Ohio Viet- 
nam veterans' groups are build- 
ing their own memorials to 
soldiers of a war they say the 
American public tried to forget. 
COPT SHOP 
Resume's 
Posters 
Table Tents 
Flyers 
Trophies 
and 
Plaques 
352-4068 
117 E. Court 
Bowling Green 
As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of 
aMach2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier 
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And 
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it 
takes a special commitment on your part We 
demand leaders at all 
levels. We leach you to 
be one. If you're a fresh- 
man or sophomore, ask 
Gofariher. 
about our undergraduate officer commissioning 
programs. If you're a junior, check out our 
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from 
$17,000 to $23,000. And you can count on 
going farther... faster. 
MjyttewucMnbeoneofus. 
See Capt Fedyna or Lt Bembenek Sept 18 & 19 on campus or call collect (313) 
961-0892 
Dave Bradley heads the 
roughly 2,500-member state 
council of the Vietnam Veterans 
of America. He counts a dozen 
completed memorials to Viet- 
nam veterans and casualties 
completed to date in Ohio, and 
another eight in the planning 
stages. 
Bradley said most of the me- 
morials have been built without 
public funds. 
"I think most Vietnam vets 
want to do these things on their 
own," Bradley said, '"it's a per- 
sonal thing. And, whether we're 
still unpopular or not, if we go 
through private funding, you 
1 FREE ITEfTl 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
on any HI* (wia 
RSK lo> n «•**•" otdttng 
r^fe^S* 
fi— Delivery 
ONE COUPON rf ■ Mlk 
352-5166       Voted Beit Pmo In B.C 
expires 12-31-84 
don't have people saying, 'I 
don't want my tax dollars going 
for Vietnam/" 
BRADLEY IS working with 
state lawmakers on a Vietnam 
memorial to be placed on the 
Statehouse lawn. The projected 
dedication date is Memorial Day 
1MB. 
"Within the last five years 
was when most of them (memo- 
rials) started," Bradley said. 
"That was when the military 
started being accepted again. 
The Vietnam War ... had been 
over long enough to be ac- 
cepted." 
Cincinnati WA chapter Pres- 
ident Earl Corell led the push for 
a memorial there and is organiz- 
ing an effort for a Trenton me- 
morial, both without public 
funds. 
"We left the politics out," 
Corell said. 
Mike Brinkman of Bellefon- 
taine, head of WA chapter 104. 
said he has planned a memorial 
to Logan County Vietnam War 
casualties for two and one-half 
years. He has enlisted the sup- 
port of other veterans and the 
families of war dead. 
CINEMA I&2 THUR. STUDENTS WITH VALID ID ONLY S2.00 
y ve been toughed ot. 
picked oo ond put down. 
7:30 
9.15 
VLiMfr       '" h'S "ret ™ » S*T VlfeTC'T   motion picture t:4s 
CLA-ZEL 
EVE. - ADULTS S3.50    KIDS $2.00 
WED. ADULTS 12    KIDS $1 
1rt RUN THEATRE 
I WHEN DESPERATE MEN HAVE A DIRTY JOB, THEY DON'T LEAVE IT TO AMATEURS NINJA MISSION AT 7:30 1 9:30 
Feeling Guilty? Many 
people do. Reasons range 
from broken homes to 
unbroken habits. What- 
ever the cause, it's an 
ugly feeling. Guilt is 
both the fact of having 
done wrong and the feel- 
ing of blame for doing 
it. It's worst when the 
way you live leaves you 
empty, frustrated, and 
filled with regret. But 
there is a solution. Face 
the fact and remember 
God forgives. Then let 
Him! lefore this ad was 
placed we started pray- 
ing for you because we 
care. Give us a chance to 
share. 
9^& 
Pasta Randy Carter 
P0B*O>Mr,Gmi.0Hi3«a 
Worship 
Sunday 10am & 6pm 
4D's building, 
V   7th & High St.      j 
i 
WANTED: 
USG Poll Workers for 
Sept. 20 Election 
■ 
jr 
128 N. MAIN/ DOWNTOWN 
CBS Records & Topes 
BRUCE 
SPRINGSTEEN 
anus IV THE UAA. 
*NLY. . . 
5 99 
Along with thousands 
of other great selections. 
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WilLpJay Oaklahpma State 
Falcons face a stiff test 
by Steve Qulnn 
assistant sports editor 
Oklahoma State's football 
team may be ranked 13th in 
nation according to the Asso- 
ciated Press' poll, but they are 
not treating tomorrow's game 
with Bowling Green lighlty. 
After spanking Richmond 55- 
28, OSU scouts went back to 
Stillwater, Okla. and raved 
about BG signal caller Brian 
McClure and his protective of- 
fensive line. And during the en- 
tire week of practice, OSU head 
coach, Pat Jones, did not allow 
any of his players to be inter- 
viewed by the media. 
"BG is a well coached team," 
Jones said. "Anytime you are 
coached by a guy who was Big 10 
coach of the year, he certainly 
knows what he is doing. They 
can't be taken too lighlty." 
AND NEITHER can the Cow- 
boys who are coming off a 45-3 
win over Arizona State in 
Tempe, Ariz. ASU was picked to 
finish at the top of the charts in 
preseason polls by Sport Mag- 
azine and Street & Smith. 
In defeating the Sun Devils, 
OSU racked up 475 yards, with 
337 of coming on the ground. 
Leading the rushing attack were 
tailbacks Charles Crawford and 
Shawn Jones. 
Crawford (6-foot-2, 230 
pounds) collected 137 yards and 
scored one touchdown while 
Jones (6-1, 212) rushed for 102 
yards. Jones earned 1983 all-Big 
8 honors when he rushed for 956 
yards. 
"WITH THEIR offensive 
scheme, they are able to use 
more than one tailback," BG 
head coach Denny Stolz said. 
"To look at Oklahoma's tail- 
backs today or five years from 
now they will always have great 
college tailbacks, especiauy if 
the team is as good offensively 
as they are." 
OSU has a strong defense that 
will blitz as much as 25 percent 
of the time. The Cowboy's de- 
fense held the Sun Devils to just 
212 yards in total offense. Last 
year they led the nation in inter- 
ceptions and fumble recoveries. 
Key veterans are all-Big 8 
tackle, Leslie O'Neal and all-Big 
8 cornerback Adam Hinds. 
O'Neal made 108 tackles last 
year whiie Hinds hauled in 8 
interceptions. 
IT WILL be a balanced BG 
offense that will test the Cow- 
boys' stingy defense. Last Satur- 
day, the Falcons scored eight 
touchdowns, four by McClure's 
air attack and four on the 
ground. Three of BG's TD's 
came from the first play from 
scrimmage, but Stolz does not 
believe his offense can be given 
a fair evaluation. 
"We scored 55 points and only 
had 50 plays," Stolz said. "You 
should nave closer to 85 plays 
when you score that many 
points. We still don't know 
whether we can execute 14-15 
plays in a row." 
The Falcons will be battling 
more than just a nationally 
ranked team when they take the 
field tomorrow;  they will be 
Claying in heat that could get as 
igh as 98 degrees. "That's why 
we might have to use 50 play- 
ers," Stolz said. 
Of course if the Cowboys play 
anything like they did in Tempe, 
the Falcons might feel more 
heat than the 98 degrees pro- 
vided by mother nature. 
Soccer team eager to 
clash with Green Bay 
by Tom Reed 
sports reporter 
Prior to a season it is natu- 
ral for teams to look at their 
schedule and single out oppo- 
nents which they are anxious 
to play. On Bowling Green's 
soccer schedule there is a big 
red circle around tomorrow's 
opposition -Wisconsin-Green 
Las i t fall, though the Fal- 
cons owned a better record, 
played a tougher schedule 
and tied UW-GB in Green 
Bay, the Phoenix' received a 
bia to the NCAA tournament, 
while BG stayed home. 
SOME FALCON players 
have made it no secret that 
UW-GB's bid will not be for- 
gotten when BG takes the 
field for their second home 
game at 2 p.m. 
"We were the better team 
last year," fullback Pete Tat- 
ley said. "We should have 
won that game and they (UW- 
GB) know it. But, we'll show 
them who's the better team 
Saturday. 
BG, 2-3, is fresh from a 2-1 
overtime victory against 
Marquette and ranked sixth 
in the Mid-East Regional Soc- 
cer Conference. The Phoenix 
are 3-2 and hold down the 
conference's third spot. 
FULLLBACK JOE Ban os, 
who had several defensive 
gems against Marquette, said 
he is excited about tomor- 
row's match because he has 
never beaten UW-GB and 
wants to prove the Falcons 
should be ranked higher then 
Green Bay. 
"I can't wait for Saturday, 
since I have played at BG 
they have beaten us twice," 
Barros said. 
Falcon head coach Gary 
Palmisano said he didn t 
want the team going into to- 
morrow's game out for 
blood and revenge." But 
added he knows his team will 
use last year's results as a 
"motivating force." 
BG leading scorer Mark 
Jackson said the Falcons will 
definitely use last year's tour- 
nament situation as inspira- 
tion, and coming off 
Wednesday's win have a good 
chance beating the Phoenix 
HOWEVER, FALCON for- 
tunes will not be helped if 
injured goalie Kim Bucher is 
unable to play. Bucher 
sprained his ankle Wednes- 
day in a mid-air collision with 
an MU player and had to be 
replaced by sophomore Terry 
Ginley. Palmisano said Buch- 
er's ankle was not severely 
swelled and he was optimistic 
about Bucher's chances of 
playing tomorrow. 
Besides the injury to 
Bucher, Palmisano is con- 
cerned about stopping UW- 
GB's strong offensive attack, 
which is led by last year's 20 
goal scorer Greg Santaga. 
Santaga has netted four goals 
this fall, including one in 
Wednesday's 4-3 loss to Wis- 
consin. Palmisano said BG 
fullback Pat Kenney, who 
scored the game winning goal 
against MU, will have the 
unenviable task of marking 
Santaga. 
UW-GB senior striker Sam 
Borquenye has scored seven 
Soals this season, while Todd 
'illiams has added six oth- 
ers. The Phoenix weakest link 
might be in goal, as senior 
Jorge Bravo has seen little 
action prior to this fall. 
BUD LIGHT 
64 AD. EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA 
FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT. 
Nero's fiddling around with 
bnghtideas wouldn't 
have been necessary 
if Bud Light had 
been served at all 
those toga parties. 
It's the less-hllmg 
light beer with the 
first name m taste. 
So, friends and 
countrymen, bring 
out your best. Serve 
Bud Light at your next 
toga party. Or ask for it 
at your favonte 
beeratonum. 
EVERYTHING 
ELSEISJUST 
ALIGHT. 
Game times 
inconsistent 
Don't fault the players for 
Ohio University and host Ball 
State if they are unsure of the 
time for their opening MidAme- 
rican Conference kickoff Satur- 
day. 
The two schools each have six 
different starting times for their 
first six games this fall. Ohio U. 
plays anywhere from 11:35 a.m. 
to 7:30 p.m. EDT. Ball State's 
opening kickoffs also vary from 
11:35 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. EDT. 
THE REASON behind a morn- 
ing start this week is television. 
Sports Time, a Midwest cable 
company, wants the early kick- 
off. 
Brian Burke, Ohio's coach, 
dislikes the different Saturday 
routines for his Bobcats. "One 
thing you want to establish with 
a football team is continuity," 
he said. "How can you do that 
when you have different starting 
times in the first six games? 
You can't get into any pattern." 
Ball State, forecast to finish 
seventh to Ohio's eighth in the 
Mid-American   race,   whipped 
the Bobcats 31-14 in Athens last 
fall. 
LARGER SUK 
AT     4. 
THE SAME 
OU> PRICES 
Classifieds 
Sap!   14. 1984 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
AMERICAN CHEMICAL ASSOCIATION 
STUDENT AFFILIATE 
GENERAL MEETING 
TUES SEPT  18. HAVES 106 
AT 7'30 PM 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
ATTENTION Last day 10 become a membef ol 
the American Marketing, Association Sign up in 
Itie B A building Lobby Those who Bined last 
iprtng pan now pay national dues. 
• • • For Graduata Studants Only ■ • • 
What The GSS presents the Jaw Cafe, the first 
m a series ol six cultural events lor Graduate 
Students 
Whan Friday. Sepl  14, 1964. From 7.30 pm 
to 11 30 pm. 
Place Ice Arena Lounge 
Featuring. BGSU's own Paul Kenyon Quartet 
Finances: Two dolara donation, squid spirits 
and hors d oeuvres provided upon entry 
Identification required lor entry 
'' For Graduate Studants Only '' *  
Rock Festival - Incline tlane ear - 3 bands 
Witness. Wloughby Wilson Band. Ron Moore 
Progressive Rock, Rock and Ron. Accoushc 
Rock 2-8 pm Student Services Amphitheatre 
Saturday FREE!1 Pop lor sale ■- sponsored by 
Dudnamis 
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING. 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 16,8:00 
ST. THOMAS MORE FIRESIDE LOUNGE 
There w* be a Memorial Service lor Prolessor 
Donald Leventhal on Friday. September 14 in 
Prout Chapel at 11 AM  
The Student National Education Association wi 
be having an organisational and informational 
meeting on Sepl 18th at 7.00 pm In room 
210 ol Hayes Hal All interested education 
majors are urged to attend  
Glass City Record Show 
Find that record you've always wanted1 Buy 
Sea-Trade  Sun . Sept   18. Holday Inn 1-75, 
Perrysburg 10 5 pm  Admission $1.50. Infor- 
mation cal 1-874-1725 
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shabbat 
Services every Friday evening at 6.30 pm in 
the Faculty Lounge of the Student Union All 
interested students & (acuity are invited to 
attend For further information on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contact Prol David Weinberg. 
211 Wiaams 372 2940 
Picture yourself Irving and working In Wash- 
ington DC while earning BGSU credit Open 
lo all majors through Washington Center 
Internships. Open meeting Mon. Sept. 17 at 
4:30 In the Union, or call 372-0202. 
The Oldest Race in Towne lOa.m . 5 and 10 K 
race and the BG Fitness Fair 9a.m.-1p.m. 
Saturday. September 15. 1984 Wood County 
Hospital [W Wooster St I Cal 352 8483 or 
352-1274 for more information 
Picture yourself living and working in Washing- 
ton DC whas earning BGSU credit Open to alt 
majors through Washington Center Internships 
Open meeting Mon Sept 17 at 4 30 in the 
Union, or cal Center lor Educational Options 2- 
0202  
LOST & FOUND 
Found   1960 Cans ring m Off  East laundry 
room Sepl 4 372-6197  
LOST One thin gold beaded bracelet 
Near Fraternity Row. Friday night 
Reward Cal 372-4572 
lost: One brown wallet on Sunday. Sept. t. II 
tound please cell 352-6233 or 372-2801 aod 
ask lor Stem  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Fouts Typing 
excellent quality 
U-Datver 
SOVpg DS 
On-Campus pick-up 
*i'pg. 
Mrs Fouts. 669 2579 
Typing. Papers. dMartattone. etc  372-2261 
or 352-0635  
Typing and Word Processing 
papers, resumes, letters 
 Nancy 35208O9  
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rates Cen- 
ter tor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255- 
7789.     
PERSONALS 
AIKA and MICKY my Ian perms pledge 
littles: you two are the beat. Hit the books!! 
Chuck  
ANGEl SCHLAPPAL: 
A BIRTHDAY   ALOE" TO YOU FROM 
"M—VrUE"! PUT THE BOOKS AWAY ON 
ANGEL DAY  CAUSE  YOU  KNOW.  SOME 
TIMES YOU JUST GOTTA SAY. 
•WHAT THE — ' AND HAVE 
A GOOD TIME 
MISS YA KIOOO. 
KELLY 
Ariene Meier: 
Congratulations on your engagement! 
We wish you «• the luck 8 
Happiness in the work) 
Love, your Kappa Sisters 
ATTN SPEECH AND HEARING MAJORS 
Welcome Back Organizational Meeting, Toes.. 
Sepl 18. 7 30, Rm  lOSSouth Hal. Don't miss 
jtM  
AXO s- Caroane. Wanky. Lynne, Kara. Jute. El. 
Bash. VC. and af the others who've been there. 
Mom always told us They save the best for 
last'.' Here's lo going active111 
Love Kely and Steph 
MM. 
Get  psyched   for  activation    You're  almost 
there! Just remember your big loves you" 
Brathaus 
Happy Hours' 
Fit. 8 Sat Alternoon 
3J  
BUSINESS MAJORS 
THE FRATERNITY PHI BETA LAMBDA IS 
CURRENTLY SPONSORING ITS FALL MEM- 
BERSHIP DRIVE. IF YOU'RE A FUTURE BUSI- 
NESS LEADER, AND WANT TO BE 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE LARGEST AND 
FASTEST GROWING BUSINESS CHAPTER IN 
THE STATE, REGISTER NOW IN THE FRONT 
LOBBY OF THE B.A. BUILDING. SEPT. 10-21: 
■am ■ 3pm. JOIN NOWII  
B.Q S U T-SIWt 
Reg J5 74 Sale S3 99 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
 Open Sundays 12-5  
CAMMIE  HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY! 
YOU'RE THE BEST! 
 LOVE ALWAYS. JACKIE 
CHICO, MONTY, BEN, AND 2W ARE THRO- 
WIN A PARTY SATURDAY, SEPT. 15 AT 
741 HIGH STREET, APT. «65. STARTS AT 
8:00 p.m. BEER WILL BE PLENTIFUL! 
Congratulations Laura on your tavafcerlng to 
Doug We love yai Your neighbors Kim 8 Kim 
Congratulation Laura Harris on your Phi Mu- 
Sigma CN tavafcering' ft was a great way to end 
our fast chapter' Love your Phi Mu Sisters 
Dm Komjall 
Congratulations on your engagement to 
Whitney, and a sincere wish for 
many happy years lo come 
Betas 
Dear Men ol SAE. 
Thanks lor an excelent time in High Society, it 
gala better every year! Love, the Chi 08 
Dear Vlnee, 
All the girls wish you the best ol luck on the 
MCAT this weekend. 
Love, the Sisters ol Phi Mu.  
Dnlse Clemens 
We've known each other since our freshman 
year-and now we are finally Seniors' You have 
a special day coming up. Sunday. September 
1 etn I can't wart lo help you and Amy cele- 
brate' Have a GREAT BIRTHDAY! 
lovyt. Deb C. 
DERBY DAYS ARE COMINQMI 
Derby Days are coming!! 
Derby Deys are coming!! 
 Derby Daya are r^mrnqll  
Donne lort. Jane. Kna, Apt »38, A al the 
others who made my Birthday so memorable 
Thanks for the smiles, the dinner, the kisess. 
and al the lun times You're very special to rrte- 
thanks tor being such wonderful frtanda Be- 
asvo me. I'l never forget this! Love Ya. Kay. 
DOUG MOORE- ALL THE INSPIRATIONS 
FROM OTHERS CAN NEVER MATCH THE 
POTENTIAL YOU CAN FIND FROM WITHIN I 
LOVE YOU NOW 8 FOREVER! LESLIE 
FLU BOB: THE OIL IS READY AND SO AM I 
WATTiNG FOR THE NIGHT WITH A GROAN 
AND A SIGH MY LEATHER ANO CHAINS ARE 
READY FOR FUN I KNOW THAT THE ISLAND 
WILL BE FILU50 WITH BURNING DESIRE ANO 
SUN USA  
Furs 
GET READY FOR FUl ISLAND AND A PURPLE 
WEEKEND THE NATIVES ARE RESTLESS 
AGAIN! 
SCOTT 
Fop,      . 
Happy 20th' What a way lo celebrate it but at 
FUl ISLAND Couldn't have a better ■ sis. Love 
ya and we'I see ya' Toddler  
Froggy and Benny- 
Screw the triangle, let's go square. 
Love. Teppi and Skoal 
FUZZERS 
HAVE A GREAT 20th B-OAYi 
YOU MAKE EVERYDAY GREAT FOR ME! 
 YOU' YOUi YOU' STUBBS  
Good Luck Alpha Celts at the Phi Psi Bathtub 
race Saturday' Row. Row. Row . 
Good Luck m the Bathtub Races Kappa Sigs 
We're al behind you and we love you 
Love your little Sisses 
The Stardusters  
Good Luck to the fabutouaPM Mu Bathtub Race 
learn Let's continue the winning tradition' Yeah 
Barb Amy Daphne Us' Go Phi Mut  
Hay Beta'HJet psyched for the tea on Friday- 
make sure you have the caps ready cui the 
KD's are ready to partyl 
HEY  CHI  O'SI  GET  PSYCHED  FOR  THE 
BATHTUB RACE TOMORROW AND ENOUGH 
SPIRIT TO SURPASS MUDTUG' GOOD LUCK 
DEEDEE. BOONERS. BECKY. 8 HEIDI' 
Hey KD's 
Can we make 3 6? 
Betas  
HEY KELLEY - NO MORE HO. 
NOW YOU'RE NEO. ALMOST CHI O 
LOVE. YOUR PSEUOO MG SIS 
Hey Rachel, 
Get ready lor a weekend you'l never forget! 
OSU here we comet 
Tina 
Hey Sigma Ctv'a- the AX's are psyched and 
ready for a wild tea! See you tonight! Love, Hie 
AX's  
PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE 
PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE 
 PHI PSI BATHTUB RACE  
Holly  Certwright- Happy Belated Birthday- 
Glad lo see you had so much fun- too bad you 
can't remember how much! Anne. 
I'm so lucky!! 
 I love you, lee Armantni  
Jodie- 
On Saturday night the natives wil rumble as 
they drink the purple passion and party and 
tumble Get psyched for Fiji Island 
Jeff 
John, Happy 24th. You're becoming an old 
man or something-! don't know. Have a great 
day and watch thai tequila, Love, "Haythar" 
John "the librarian" Qrendow, Sorry you 
didn't make "Librarian of the weak", But 
Happy Birthday anyway! Yeah Yeah Yeah! 
love. Haylhar'a roontnurtss.  
Judi Schuchart. 
Soon you'll be an active member ol Chi Omega 
Congratulations- «3' Get psyched-1 ami 
Chi O Love and lots ol more mine, Lisa 
Kappa Delia 
One ttvng about good reialions- 
"Cal the front office, and Bingoi" 
Lot's have a "great time huh. gab?" 
 ; Betas 
Kim James- What a day lo celebrate' Congratu 
rations on your engagement to Mark We love 
you' Your Alpha Phi Solars.  
KIS I hour photo processing 
available at Ben Frankln. Downtown. B.Q. al 
competitive prices. ^^^ 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
OUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
ONE DAY OF TUOQIN' 
DESERVES A WEEKEND OF CHUQQIN' 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA FRATERNITY: 
RUNNER-UP IN SIG EP MUD-TUG! 
OFF CAMStJS IS THE PLACE TO BE! 
LAMBOA CHI ALPHA CONGHATULATES 
THE THETA CHI FRATERNITY ON THEIR 
MUDTUO VICTORY!  
.LASER ART IS COMING 
LASER ART IS COMING 
 UUHR ART IS COMING  
Laureen, oongrals on pledging Hie Alpha XI 
Delta house   I'm glad you got the one you 
wanted. Good ruck through pledging. Love. 
your DZroomls. 
Lureen. Happy Birthday to the best roommate 
ever! love ya Iota. Mary Kays  
La" Jl Weaver 
Tomorrow  you  w* become  an  active  CN 
Omega I am so proud to cal you my sister and 
most especialy my UHe' Congratulatione on 
your activation' Love, Big Inn. 
ur Juts. 
Activation Is almost here 
I know you love Chi O more than Richard Gere. 
I know you've been waiting tor this a long time 
It's reeky hard to make al this rhyme. 
I can't wait M you go active.8 that's reefy true 
I'm your Big. who loves you' 
Chi O Love. Annette.  
LI Kethy Medigan 
Your long wan Is finely over, and tomorrow you 
wfl become an active Chi Omega I am so proud 
ol  al  your   hard  work1   Congratulations  on 
Activation' Love. Big Linn 
la" Michele Bower 
Roses are red and pink is a pig 
I am so proud to be your big 
Sunday wil come, and you wi be 
An active tfi our sorority 
I'm so pioud. Big Becky  
III' suite Stringer, 
Initiation Is very neer end I want you to know 
that I'm very proud ol you, and love you tool 
CM O love 
HgSnoais. 
la" Suzy. Congrats on getting this far. You w« 
soon be an active and I know you II make a 
good one! I'm so proud of you. Gat excited 
about Sunday. I am Love ya, Big Heidi 
PHI   KAPPA   PSI   IN   CONJUNCTION   WITH 
BUDWEISER BRING HAPPY HOURS AT COL 
LEGE PARK ON FRIOAY FROM 3 30-7.30 
MEL 
FUl ISLAND IS ALMOST HERE! 
THE LAND OF PALM TREES AND SAND 
WHERE THE NATIVES WATCH THE SUNSET 
WHUE DRINKING THE PURPLE PASSION. 
AND THEN DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY 
LOOKING  FORWARD   TO  OUR   NIGHT   IN 
PARADISE! 
SCOTT 
PhiTaus 
We're looking forward to an outatanding tea 
with you' 
The Gamma Phrs 
Rachel, 
Lai's Gol Roetflrlp! Ohio Stale! Today! Let's 
Go Crszyl Love, your lun and ever so subtle 
KD slater, Tina.  
Sand, surf and sun, 
The Kappas are reedy lor fun! 
Can't wait lo get lo the beech 
 And party with the SAE'sll!  
Searxj and Sales Management Club Mem- 
hersNp Drive in B.A Lobby 
Join Now  
Shaft Ti. 
Soon al the secrets of Chi Omega wi be mad^ 
clear to you Get psyched for your activation' 
your Big sure Is! 
Cru O love and much more ol mine-. Uaa. ■hasty, 
Get out of town! (FUl ISLAND) and you what a 
way to atari the year Thanks for al the special 
kmea. Iheree more ahead' 
I Love You! Todd  
Six peck beware, reunion is right around the 
comer It's about time wouldn't you say? 
SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
SUNDAY, SEPT. 16. 8:00 
ST. THOMAS MORE FIRESIDE LOUNGE 
Pta Pal Happy Hours al Colege Park, Friday 
3 30-7:30.  
Sti looking al bare wafts? Then come to the 
Laser Art Sale in the Student Service BtoJg 
Forum, Sept. 17-21 from 10.00-4.00 and 
cover moss wafts with great prints. Sponsored 
DyAAS  
Streamers has a  special  surprise coming 
aoonl Watch tor deasHe.  
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA DELTA PI ARE 
PROUO TO ANNOUNCE KAY FRITZSCHE AS 
THE 1984 SIGMA PHI EPSIION AUTUMN 
QUEEN! CONGRATULATIONS KAYt 
THE SISTERS OF DELTA ZETA WISH  TO 
CONGRATULATE DEB KNAUF ON HER EN- 
GAGEMENT TO DAVE GIROO WE WISH YOU 
THE BEST OF LUCK IN YOUR LIFE 
TOGETHER  
Tale (FOP). 
The eve of Fiji Island has ftnaty come 
Hope you are ready for a night of fun 
 Oat Purple, Gregg  
To King Louie 6 hie Maggots Dave and Andrew, 
and to pseudo-maggots Ric and Dave: Thanks 
lor al the lun times' 
Love. Klki 6 Rhonda  
Tomorrow's the day 
Alpha Cms 
to get wed at the Pond Your coach 
To our super Rho Chf's 8 R.A.'s: It la great to 
have you back in the chapter- we missed you! 
L8L. your ADPi Sisters.  
Tracy LucHs, 
Don't forget those jogging shoes 8 get ready 
lor a sweaty weekend  I love you. Doug 
HELP WANTED 
a>OPPORTUNITY 
Foetorte Company desires part-time program 
mar tor tal semester Cal cooperative educe 
Son program at 372-2451.  
EARN *400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LAQUNA'S P.O 
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 60626-0791. 
Now accepting applications. 8 hiring for bar 
lenders, waiters, and wsltresses Must be 21 
Apply in person st Buttons sflsr 6 pm.  
Toledo company wants senior marketing major 
for part oma Internship Pays S4 SO/hr. Cal 
cooperative Education 372 2451  
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$18,559- »S0.553/yeer 
Now raring Your arse 
Cal 805-687-6000 Ext R-9649 
Part 8 FUl time, maintenance sUfts. $ auto 
desirable. Put not necessary Cal 352-6336 
FOR SALE 
l .
VAL. FUl ISLAND IS APPROACHrNG ANO THE 
PURPLE NATIVES ARE ENCROACHING FES- 
TIVITY Will KNOW NO BOUNDS AS THE 
PURPLE PASSION MAKES ITS ROUNDS GET 
PSYCHED ANO GET PURPLE! 
TOM 
Welcome Alpha Delta PI pledges1 Get psyched 
lor a great year • and keep up your fantastic 
spvit' We love you, your Staters.  
Phi Psi Bathtub Race Saturday 12:00 Noon 
Phi Pal Bathtub Race Saturday 12:00 Noon 
Ph. Psi Bathtub Race Saturday 12 00 Noon 
1972 Honda CB 350. Good Condition $400 or 
best offer 372-3448. 
Harmon Kardam 570: 40 watt per channel. 
Receiver exec cond $225 00 Cal Herb al 
372-2959. 
Bar. wooden, sturdy, two shelves. 6 ft. long. 
$120 372-2338         
19 inch B ft W TV-S25 
13 inch B 8 W TV   2 y* 
$30 364-8995 
i ok), harrjty used 
Clai I Forming Now 
For The MCAT 
April 1965 Exam 
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center 
836-3701  
Campus sorority needs a houseboy. For more 
into, cal Plane at 372-5341. or 372-2696 
Automotive Materials Manufacturer seeking Jr. 
materials mgml majors with at West 3 0 GPA 
Must complete 2 assignments. Salary 
SI200.'mo Position available Spring Sem 
1985. interviews currently being scheduled 
Cal cooperative education 222 Ad bHg 372- 
2451 
Various power tools. Bearcat programmable 
scanner. Craftsman loolbox.electrical exten- 
Slonofllva), Sanyo stereo apaafcera.354 8976 
Chevy Impala '74   Very dependable. 70K-ml 
AmFm. Slrk   19mpg$226   Relrigeralor $85 
Couch $30 Cal Tom McGanna 354-7217 
1982 HONDA 750 CUSTOM WINOJAMMER, 
LOW MILES 354-3071 
AUDI 100LS new tranamtaalon. battery, rear 
has. starter WI give to highest offer Andy 
352-7043 
QUEEN SIZE MATTRESS EXCELLENT CON- 
DITION. CALL 382-2130 
8.G.S ORIGINAL 
Morning Donut Deevery 
OuaHy donuta 8 rots 4 
Years in business. Desdous 
hand-dipped ice cream. 
The Getaway 352-4162 
71 VW Bus 
Runs wet. Must eel. 
Cat 362-0508 
Buarsngs. Al steel Clear span 30 X 40 to 100 
X ISO Musi sal Immediately, cheap 517-263- 
8211 
FOR RENT 
WANTED 
THREE GIRLS NEED ROOMMATE. 5th ANO 
ELM. CALL USA AT 354-6363 AFTER 7:30 
P.M.  
Need more room? 3 gals need 4th. Specious 2 
bdrm. apt. Only $93'mo   Beautiful Spa lac*- 
ties 362-8937.  
Wanted: Female roommate needed immedi- 
ately House located near campus ft town. 
$125 month, furnished, utilities ft phone  Cat 
now 362-8792  
Need female to lease in nice house 
immedialely'Cal 352-8442 
House st 319 E. Evers, dose lo csmpus. 
Available now 2 bedroom 
636-6937 
F. roommate needed to sublet apt Field manor 
apt*. $112 50 mo ft electric and phone Cal 
354-8679 
Rent: 3-bedroom house lurniehed Hurry, Has 
Is t good one! $330 plus unities 354-7642. 
or 372-4493. 
Video Cassette and Video Disc rental 
3 days. 3 movies. $29 96 
Ph*ps video Ctr   1028 N Main 
       354-3513 
Apartment avaftabte doee lo campus. 9 or 12 
month lease CH 364 2896 
Daly Rental and Leasing $14 00 perday Auto 
Outlet 362-2227 1010 S Main St 
AGAPE' CHURCH 
OF PRAYER 
or PBAYEB (Non-denominational) 
WELCOMES STUDENTS 
September hours: 10:00 a.m. each Sunday 
FaJ & Winter: Sun. School 9:30 i.m.; Worship 10:30 tun. 
(commencing October 7, 1984) 
UNITED CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP BLDG. 313 Thurston 
(Southwest comer Thurstin & Ridge Sts.) 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Kdilrd b> Trudr Michel Jiffr 
ACROSS 
t Melville 
character 
5 Common in- 
terest group 
9 Aspersion 
13 Qu.et 
u Dowdy one 
15 Nimbus 
16 Actress Iron. 
Snoquaimie 
Falls 
18 Annapohs 
letters 
19 Tape 
20 First name o'a 
patriot 
22 Between tic 
anrjioe 
23 OidEnqi'*'1 
bard 
2S poetica 
28 Touch'ignti> 
30    Anchors  
34 Margie Aib'iqm 
•    of TV 
37 FfflQIl 
rocK Pi'"-1 
39 Dili Ordstvif 
40 Barnya'd ri'ras 
42 6tern.lv 
43 Court reporter 
45 Golfing great 
47 Uncommon 
49 Maid a meeting 
50 Gram or Majors 
51 Wave feature 
53 Mayday' 
55 Liflntly Mj.lt 
norse 
59 Apertures 
$4  Office 
65 English TV per 
SOnality 
67 Pete* li* 
pianist 
68 Pr«d s sister 
69 Gaelic 
70 Was aware 
71 Long ago 
72 Swerve 
DOWN 
1 Guinness 
2 Luauentertai 
ment 
3 — wen 
thai 
4 Loud sound IV.4/W 
5 John Bulls 
land: Abbr 
6 Crescent- 
shaped figures 
7 Group Sufti* 
8 English novelist 
and scientist 
9 Close 
10 Biographer 
Joseph 
11 Arm bone 
12 Morseolacer 
lam color 
14 Big snols 
political style 
17 Understands 
2! Simians 
2*t Beasts o' 
burden 
25 TL,'KiShO'QA'QS 
26 Stormi 
27 Ni. 
29 Vf 
3- Bahci ■•  ■-• • 
32 Amma 
33 Finned s*rtU'f 
35 Lab r 
36 Na"o* mid 
38 Angio Sa>on 
laborer    , 
41 Near the shore 
44 Killer whale 
46 Hit IQ6! 
along) 
48 Time of rest 
52 Sweetheart 
54 Fatheis 
55 Religious figure* 
56 Hoi place 
57 Unique 
58 Have mat ce» 
tain look 
60 See 29 Down 
61 Symbol o' 
lightness 
62 Being, to 
BrutuS 
63 Hearty meal 
66 Excitement 
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HOWARD'S    /H 
Sept. 13.14.15 
AC ES^J/GHTS 
WED: DRAFT 
THURS: CANADIAN NIGHT 
FRI: MILLER & 
MILLER LITE 
NOCOVffc VQ N "»*JN 
\3ke tjrfmmgement 
Hair, Skin.and Nail Designers 
10% OFF 
Perms, Cuts, Makeup 
demonstrations, Manicures, 
Pedicures with Nicole 
181 (B)S. Main 352-4101 
or 352-4143 
} Thru Sept. 24 with this coupon 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napolean Rd. 
Bowling Green, OH.     352-1195 
TWO BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
$250-265 - unfurnished 
• all utilities included • gas heat • laundry 
facilities  •  drapes  •  carpet  •   party & 
game room • swimming pool • sauna 
plus gas and electric 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease 
TO Begin... 
Homemade Soup. 
A Cool crisp salad you prepare to your 
taste with an array of Fresh Vegetables 
and Toppings! 
An assortment of freshly prepared 
salads to choose, from chicken to potato! 
An icy cold Fruit Basket full of Grapes, 
Watermelon, Cantaloupe, and Honey- 
dew! 
To End... 
Apple, blueberry, cherry or 
pumpkin pie. Fresh baked 
strudels and cookies. Cool 
cheesecake or carrot cake, 
even creampuffs! 
Godfrey's Super Salad Buffet 
over 50 items to choose from I 
All you can eat ONLY $3.25 
Monday thru Saturday 
11:30 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. 
(Our salad buffet Is Included with 
all Dinner entries off our menu I) 
1021 8. Main - B.G.O.       352-0123 
Tie BO News 
Magazine 
utumn hues preserved in a flower 
The B6 News Magazine 
La Maisson Francaise "French House" residents live 
the European way 
Campus concert scheduled 
Amphitheater will be the stage for several bands 
Earthtones The lorever beauty of nostalglac flowers 
.6 
From Spain With loveoepartment of Romance Languages 
schedules weekend Spanish film festival 
.8 
Cover Photo:    Clusters of statis create a colorful carpet over a field at 
Woodcreek Farm... See story, page 6. 
Friday photo by Jim Youi. 
-Friday/The BG News Magazlns- 
Editor 
Marcy Grande 
Brailles Editor 
Jim Youll 
«sst. arapmes Editor 
Andrea Schlndler 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication of The BG Newt, 106 University Hall. 
HOWARD'S 
o»*H 
. . COME IN & CHECK OUT 
Happy Hour 
Daily 'til 8:00 
Now Open At 
Noon AAon-Sat 
& At 2:00 Sundays 
OPEN EVERY NIGHT  TIL 2:30 
NO COVER 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
210 N MAIN 
Myl 
Pizza Pub 
FREE 6 Pack of 
Pepsi with any 16" Pizza 
Delivery Only Expires 9/19/84 
516E.Wooster 352-1504 
J^.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOj|t 
NOW OPIN 
W-B Leather Co. 
1 86 S. Main 
Mini Mall 
352-5476 
Handcrafted Items 
Top Grain Leather & Suede 
Purses • Wallets   • Belts 
• Buckels • Vests 
and Much More! 
priced lower than Malls. 
^oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooorA 
MUSCLE AND SHIM MEL 
SWEATS $6.99 
Assorted Colors SAVE $4.00 
FALCON HOUSE 
"Your Running Shoe & Sportswear Headquarters" 
140 E. Wooster     Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
GOOD THRU 9/22/84 
WITH THIS COUPON f 
Stephanie's 
2s«r     Emporium 
352-5476 
Buy one at regular price- 
get the second for 1*. 
Rock T-Shirts $4.95 
Stereo headphones $2.49 
Mosturizer's $.79 
Mini Picture Frames $.24 
Masking Tape $1.29 
Non-aspirin $.98 
Sherbits & Certs $.19 
Sale ends 9/21/84 
Hours AA-S 10-5 p.m.                               limited quantities 
Ellen O' Brien  junior international business major studies her French lessons in the parlor of the house. 
A little European flair. 
FRIDAY Jim Youll 
La Maison Francoise is BG's own Little France 
by Linda Hoffman 
Martha Mallarnee. a Junior, and Kirnlizl. a 
freshman, both international business ma- 
jors help French House director Mlcheiine 
Ghibaudoat at a recent pastry sale. 
Tucked away in sorority row, La 
Maison Francaise (The French 
House) must be a sorority - a major 
misconception. Instead, the French 
House is a unique place where 
foreign and American students 
come together to explore and ap- 
preciate a culture different from 
their own. 
In achieving these goals, the 
house provides French film festi- 
vals, tutoring sessions and parties, 
such as le gateau des rois and le 
mardi gras to celebrate French 
customs. 
For example, while most stu- 
dents were in class or asleep (or 
both) Monday afternoon, 17 ded- 
icated girls were up to their apron 
strings in pastry dough. 
They were preparing for their 
first bakery cafe of the school year, 
which took place Tuesday at the 
house. 
According to the director of the 
house, Micheline Ghibaudo, the 
proceeds will go toward a year's 
subscription to a French magazine. 
This magazine will be an addition to 
the other French materials avail- 
able at the house, such as French 
music and French reference books. 
These materials are available 
not only to the 17 female residents 
of the house, but to any student with 
an interest or background in the 
French culture. 
Mrs. Ghibaudo said the main 
goals of the French House are to 
promote the French culture on an 
American campus and to increase 
the membership of the French 
Club. 
The house also offers a schol- 
arship every year to help finance a 
trip to study abroad in Tours, 
France. 
In helping residents of the house 
and members of the French Club 
with their speaking abilities, the 
first floor of the house is designated 
a "French" floor; therefore, the 
only language spoken on the floor is 
French. Students interested in re- 
fining their skills are welcome to 
brush up on their French during 
one-hour Frenclwpeaking sessions 
at the house. 
■ 
"Twigs: "a disgrace to Leachman 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Cloris 
Leachman prides herself on putting 
her entire being into everything she 
does - from eating lunch to playing 
Phyllis on "The Mary Tyler Moore 
Show." 
Her no-holds-barred attitude ex- 
tends to candid assessments of her 
projects, and she admits that an up- 
coming cable television special, the 
Tony award-winning play Twigs," is 
a disappointment. 
"I'm sorry about the editing, folks, 
it makes me very sorry," the 58-year- 
old actress said here, where she is 
starring in "Sister Mary Ignatius 
Explains It All For You." 
On Sept. 16, the Arts & Entertain- 
ment Network premieres "Twigs," 
with Ms. Leachman playing four 
characters - three middle-aged sis- 
ters and their crotchety Irish Catholic 
mother. 
"I am disappointed" in the "Twigs" 
production, Ms. Leachman said, ref- 
erring to deletions and camera an- 
gles. "They've lopped off the 
beginning of each scene" as well as 
eliminated an important line at the 
end of the play said by her character, 
Ma, she said. 
The change in the cable version, 
which was directed by Scott Stern- 
berg, transforms a philosophical com- 
ment on life to "a crack," Ms. 
Leachman said. 
In the stage play, Pa inadvertently 
twists a homily, summing up to Ma: 
"Well, as the tree is bent, so grows the 
twigs." As Ma, Ms. Leachman said 
she is "almost out the door, I stop, I 
turn and say, 'Well, you know what I 
always say Pa'" before her character 
utters an expletive. 
In the TV version, which was taped 
during a February 1982 performance 
at The Fisher Theater in Detroit, the 
phrase, "Well, you know what I al- 
ways say Pa" was cut. "See how that 
changes it?" Ms. Leachman fumed. 
"It tips the scale from philosophy to a 
crack." 
"Twigs" is a series of four serio- 
comic vignettes, each focusing on one 
of four women in the same family - 
sisters Emily, Celia and Dorothy and 
the caustic matriarch of the brood. 
Ma. 
Author George Furth was a friend 
of Ms. Leachman's mother, and the 
actress praises Furth's ability to de- 
fine the foibles and peculiarities of 
people. 
"George Furth is like a stingray. 
The stingray goes into the water and 
it has a grill across it and everything 
comes through this grill and then the 
stingray sorts out what it wants. 
George Furth is like that as an author 
and I'm like that as an actress." 
She said "Twigs" posed a special 
challenge because "each sister had to 
be different from the other and the 
mother and yet I had to be the same. 
So I found those connections." 
Familiar faces going places 
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) - Entertainer Wayne Newton says he was pleased with 
the decor in his new airplane, but was not happy that it weighed too much to 
carry the 14 to 16 passengers he wanted to transport. 
Newton is suing Fairchild Aviation Corp. of San Antonio, Texas, and Duncan 
Aviation Inc. of Lincoln, Neb., which outfitted the twin-engine Fairchild Merlin 
2. 
Newton said that soon after the plane was delivered, his pilot told him he did 
not I 
DistrictCourt. "I think he said that if we had a full load of fuel, we couldn't get 
anybody on It." 
The companies have declined comment pending the outcome of the suit. 
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - Iowa first lady Chris Branstad has withdrawn a 
threat to move out of the governor's mansion after she and state officials cut 
Gov. Terry Branstad's planned expansion of tours. 
Branstad had suggested opening the Terrace Hill mansion to tours on 
Saturday and to include the second floor. Previously, visitors had been limited 
to the first of three floors and banned on Saturday. 
"He's not here on weekends," Mrs. Branstad said Wednesday during a 
meeting of the board that oversees the mansion. "He wants this whole place 
open every day of the week, 24 hours a day. If he wants to do that, we'll move to 
an apartment." 
The board, which includes Mrs. Branstad, decided to open part of the second 
floor, but to continue the ban on Saturday tours. 
"I'm satisfied and my wife is satisfied," Branstad said of the compromise. 
NEW YORK (AP) - Former Mayor Abraham Beame says he resents Mayor 
EM Koch's boasts of having saved New York from bankruptcy and wants no 
more mail from Koch's 1985 campaign organization. 
Beame, who preceded Koch in office, said in a letter to the campaign that the 
record "is very clear that New York City had already avoided the threat of 
bankruptcy long before Mayor Koch took office." 
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Broadcast tycoon Ted Turner says he refused to read 
a commercial script for a cable television system because it "sounded a lot 
cockier than I really am." 
Turner, chairman of the Turner Broadcasting System and owner of the 
Atlanta Braves baseball team, said Wednesday he had problems with the tone, 
style and content of the Rogers Cables commercial. 
MIAMI (AP) - Environmentalists who fought artist Christo Javacheff's plan 
to wrap 11 islands in pink plastic last year have now joined in the praise for the 
Surrounded Islands project. 
The Dade County Department of Environmental Resources Management 
had argued that the 6 million square feet of plastic and 600 steel anchors would 
damage seagrass, entangle manatees and disturb animal life on the islands. 
The county officials on Wednesday said that the 1983 project "has not had 
any adverse impact on the natural environments of the islands ..." and that 
they had "benefitted from the removal of trash before and after the project by 
Christo organization workers." 
The sale of 1,000 posters of the Surrounded Islands for $150 apiece will be 
used to help finance a restoration of Biscayne Bay, officials said. 
Phi Psi Happy Hours 
with 
THE X-CITERZ 
Friday Sept. 14th - College Park   3:30 - 7:30 
Phi Psi Bathtub Race   *^Ef2&S* 
Saturday • 12:00 
Rain Date - Sept. 14 
9:00 - 1:00 in N.E. Commons 
'.•.•.•«.;<<..»%■.• .*'itivii7<,-><.-»-iA-.-'.,"'.'.' .••.••' • • ». •• -•' *•".-''• •' ■■'"'• ••• ••■ - " • 
TUNIN _ 
Rock concert is Saturday 
at Student Services building 
Frill* ItiUmbtr 14. <M4 
by Jill Jusko .  
The first rock concert of the school year is free, 
outdoors and very soon. 
On Saturday from 2 to 8 p.m., the Student Services 
Building will host a concert featuring two bands: The 
Willougnby-Wilson Band and Witness, with Ron Moore 
performing an acoustic rock set. 
Both are progressive rock-and-roll bands. Following 
the three individual performances, Ron Moore and The 
Willoughby-Wilson Band will team up for a few musical 
numbers. 
The concert is sponsored by Dunamis, a college chapter 
of the Dayspring Assembly of God, Bowling Green. 
Dunamis is acting as the stage and custodial crew if one 
becomes necessary. 
Dunamis member Nick Gorant, WBGU-TV broadcast 
technician and May graduate of the University, is expect- 
ing "upwards of a thousand people" at the concert. 
"I expect them (the audience) to have a good time," he 
said. "The bands are friends of ours. They want to 
perform, and they want to make music. We want the 
campus to enjoy the weekend musically." 
GORANT SAID Dunamis encountered little resistance 
while planning the event. The major obstacles were 
finding an available date and reserving the Student 
Services amphitheater. 
Greg DeCrane, director of the Office of Student Organi- 
zations and Programs, OK'd the date. From there, Duna- 
mis had to get permission from the bookstore manager 
and the Union scheduling offices. This was accomplished 
without the delays and concerns that usually accompany a 
request to stage a rock concert. 
If this goes well, not only in size, but in audience 
eirticipation - if we show we can operate within their (the 
niversity's) regulations, then I think they'll look more 
favorably upon other events of this kind," Gorant said. 
He wants the audience to come to the amphitheater and 
have a good time, but if they can't, they are welcome to 
leave. 
"Campus police will know we're going to be there, and 
they'll have their eyes open," Gorant said. 
"I really hope for one thing - Manville Madness left an 
aura - I hope it (the concert) shows people that college 
students can act civilized =nd still have a good time." 
The Charts 
Billboard's top tunes 
HOT SINGLES 
1."Missing You" John Wiile 
2."Let's Go Crazy" Prince & The Revo- 
Intten 
3."She Bop" Cyndi Lauper 
4"What's Love Got to Do With It" Tina 
Turner 
5."Drive" The Can 
6. "If This Is It" Hney Lewis & The News 
7."The Warrior" Scandal 
8."The Glamorous Life" Sheila E. 
9."I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevte Wonder 
10. "Cruel Summer" Bananarama 
TOP IP'S 
1."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revolu- 
tion 
2."Born   in   the   U.S.A."   Bruce 
Springs teen 
3. "Sports" Huey Lewis A The News 
4."Private Dancer" Tina Turner 
5"Heartbeat City" The Cars 
S."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Igleslai 
7."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
8."Out of the Cellar" Ratt 
9"'Ghostbusters' Soundtrack" 
lO.'Break Out" The Pointer Sisters 
mA &• HUTCH 352-8459 
OllS Mom Si Bow«fl &,•»■, CH4MOJ 
• 2 for 1 on Assorted Tropical Fish 
•We have over 150 marine and 
fresh water tanks on display 
* Discounts given to fish set ups 
@ 
HUTCH 
• Two free goldfish with the purchase i 
of any goldfish bowl 
* MO w *>--« - — ->.«••>; ' 
L  
10 gallon fish tanks-$6.79 
.(WITH THIS COUPON) —_._ 
_>^ NEW & Used 
%^    Phones at 
low, LOW Prices!! 
(stop in 
and look around) 
Micro Tel Phone Store 
128 S. Prospect 
352-4477 
•A************************************************************************************* 
THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE IN TOWN!!!*' 
THE B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS 
GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS WITH THE ALL NEW B.G.S.U. THEATRE PASS!. THE THEATRE 
PASS PROVIDES ITS OWNER WITH ADMISSION TO ALL UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS FOR 
THE 1984-85 THEATRE SEASON. THE PASS WILL LET YOU SEE: 
J 
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER 
STORY THEATRE 
PINK COLLAR WORKER 
SUMMER AND SMOKE 
MONDAY AFTER THE MIRACLE 
GETTING OUT 
Oct.4-6, 10-13 
Oct. 17-20 
Oct. 31-Nov. 11 
Nov. 8-10, 14-17 
Dec. 5-8 
Feb. 13-16 
AS YOU LIKE IT 
WHOSE LIFE IS IT ANYWAY 
CABARET 
THE ARKANSAW BEAR & 
TALES FROM THE BROTHERS 
GRIMM (Children's Shows) 
Feb. 21-23, & 
Feb. 27-Mar. 2 
April 2-6 
Apr. 11-13, 17-20 
April 26 and 27 
* 
* 
PASSES CAN BE ORDERED OR PURCHASED IN THE THEATRE OFFICE. 322 SOUTH HALL, BOWLING GREEN STATE 
UNIVERSITY. BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43403. (419) 372-2222. 
ADULTS: $20.00 SR. CIT. $10.00 STUDENTS: $10.00 
ORDER YOUR PASS TODA Y AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SA V1NGS!!!!! \ 
************************ ***********************************************************t*M* 
FHWI/IHllMir 14. ItM 
f^Here behind isolated greenhouses, Wallace 
carries on a small-scale trial and error 
operation experimenting with species from 
other parts of the country like the unicorn 
bird plant and the superbird, skeletal pods 
that make exotic arrangements. ■ 
by Marcella Grande 
long a wood-trimmed country road in 
Cygnet, there are occasional fields where passers-by expect 
to see the give-away cornfields of Northwest Ohio. But Mike 
Wallace's field appears to be covered with purple haze. 
No, Wallace did not not invent a phenomenal strain of 
corn. Instead, the field is dominated by purple statis, a deep 
bright purple flower braque used in dried floral arrange- 
ments. Statis is one of the dried flowers Wallace grows at 
Woodcreek Farm, 12419 Jerry City Road. 
Here behind isolated greenhouses, Wallace carries on a 
small-scale trial and error operation experimenting with 
species from other parts of the country like the unicorn bird 
plant and the superbird, skeletal pods that make exotic 
arrangements. Aside from experimenting, Wallace grows 
the well-known Chinese lanterns and silver dollar plants. 
Although the art of drying and arranging flowers is 
centuries old, few Ohio farmers grow dried flowers in such 
volumes as Wallace does. 
"There's only two or three other farmers, four of us all 
together that I know of," he said, "A guy in Swanton grows 
them fresh, but he doesn't dry them like we do. 
bundle of western ironweed lies outside the 
room filled with flowers and baskets. 
"The ironweed dries naturally," Wallace said, "Just like 
the statis, and we have german status, too." he added. 
Wallace is one farmer who can point to his produce years 
after the harvest, and boast of how it maintains its original 
quality, unlike other flora. 
Straw monstrosum resembles flaming orange and yellow 
miniature sunflowers, as they radiate warmth on a cool 
autumn day. 
Flower 
Power 
The unicorn bird Is one of Wallace's successful experiments. It is the dried 
skeleton from the plant pod, creating a touch of Ikibana. American style. 
Wallace starts the dried flower plants in his greenhouse just like the other mums and geraniums he grows. He 
transplants them in the fields and starts harvesting in July, 
when he cuts the ripest flowers and hangs them in the dark 
drying room for one to two weeks. The temperature is kept 
at 100 degrees. Harvest seems to go on endlessly for 
Wallace and his day labor due to the great demand. 
"This is the third year we've had these (dried Sowers). 
This year, I doubled the crop and next year I'm going to 
double it again. We have all the boutique and craft store 
clients we can handle. I am nowhere near filling the 
demand," Wallace said. 
rmn/ttmmur u. im f 
Wallace carries a bundle of western ironweed that "dries naturally." FRIDAYiJim Youll 
he success of the dried flower business is 
especially fortunate for Wallace who lost his strawberry 
crop in May of 1983. Wallace is the farmer who received 
widespread media attention when he charged that the 
county destroyed his strawberry crop by using illegal 
herbicides in the area of his farm. Immediately following 
the spraying, Wallace said the strawberry plants showed 
signs of chemical poisoning. 
The court case will take place at the end of October, 
Wallace said. 
Wallace is also a minority when it comes to his occupation 
as he practices organic fanning. 
"That means I don't use chemicals, but organic controls 
like lady bugs, preying mantises and beer to drown slugs. I 
also plant a fungus that attacks caterpillars," he said while 
standing on a pile of logs used for the greenhouse furnace 
(instead of all natural gas). 
11 packaged and ready for retailers to 
purchase are bundles of cellosia, a clustered flora of 
majenta velvet. Baby's breath treated with glycerine stays 
protectively preserved for creative flower arranging. Soft 
pastel flowers of orchid, white and pink fool people who 
think the flowers are clover, when actually the species is the 
delicate globeflower. 
An advantage of the dried flowers is their adaptability 
and strength such as in yarrow, a large golden yellow 
flower once used in yarrow tea to clear up congestion, now 
grown for its beauty. 
A rainbow of autumn earth tones and deep scarlet hues 
are a welcome sight to break the monotony of cornfield 
after cornfield, in the fields of Northwest Ohio. 
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Reeling Along 
Traveling film festival presents 
Spanish director Luis Berlanga 
by Chris Foran 
Spanish film director Luis G. Ber- 
langa may not be a household name in 
this country yet, but a traveling festi- 
val of his films appearing on campus 
next week could help bring much-de- 
served recognition. 
Sponsored by the Department of 
Romance Languages and the Film 
Studies Program, the eight-film retro- 
spective of the Spanish director's 
work will be presented on campus 
Sept. 17-20. Admission is free. 
The work of Berlanga is not well- 
known in this country although some 
of his films have won international 
awards, said Gioacchino Balducci, 
associate professor of romance lan- 
guages. His films only recently have 
received critical attention outside 
Spain. 
Known mainly in his own country 
as one of the fathers of the Spanish 
film industry, Berlanga first drew 
international attention in 1952 with 
"Bienvenido Mister Marshall!" (Wel- 
come Mister Marshall!), a film about 
a small Spanish village's efforts to 
impress an American delegation of 
the Marshall Plan, on which the naive 
villagers have pinned all their hopes. 
The film Berlanga co-directed with 
Juan Antonio Bardem was awarded a 
special award for humor and another 
critics' award for its screenplay at the 
1952 Cannes Film Festival. 
Along with "Bienvenido Mister 
Marshall!," which will be shown 8:30 
p.m. Monday in Lillian Gish Film 
Theater, the retrospective features 
seven films. Three of them were 
made after the nation's shift from the 
dictatorship of Generalissimo Fran- 
cisco Franco to the constitutional 
monarchy of King Juan Carlos. 
Berlanga's films reveal an insight- 
ful picture of Spanish life during and 
after Franco's reign. That cultural 
insight is one of the series' brightest 
features, Balducci said. 
"Under Franco and his regime, the 
Spanish were not really free enough to 
do creative work," Balducci said, 
noting that many of the country's 
premier directors, including sociahst- 
surrealist Luis Bunuel, left Spain to 
pursue active filmmaking. 
"His (Berlanga's) later work is 
more interesting because it reflects 
the changes of the Spanish regime, 
and of Spanish society." 
"Spain needs to create a strong film 
industry. They don't have a national 
image yet, like the French and Italian 
filmmakers," he said. Because the 
French and Italian movie industries 
have a stronger artist tradition, they 
have an easier time getting their 
Broduct shown in movie theaters on 
le other side of the Atlantic, Bal- 
ducci said. 
Although Spain has a thriving do- 
mestic movie market, few of its Films 
are shown outside its borders. Only 
eight Spanish-made films, including 
Berlanga's 1961 "Placido.have been • 
nominated for an Academy Award for 
best foreign language film in the 
award's 30-year history. 
Balducci said he thought the films 
included in the retrospective reveal a 
soft sort of apolitical humanism that 
gives Berlanga's works universal ap- 
peal. 
"He is not a political filmmaker in 
the way that Bunuel is," Balducci 
said. "He prefers to tell a human 
story with a realistic setting. He's less 
intellectualist than some other 
filmmakers. He's more human, more 
relevant, more meaningful." 
Schedule of Berlanga's films featured in the series: 
Monday, Sept. 17. Lillian Gish Film Theater, 7 p.m.: "Esa pareja feliz" 
(That Happy Couple, 1951), with English subtitles. A young couple, just 
trying to get by, win a contest that gives them everything they want for 24 
hours. 
8:30 p.m.: "Bienvenido Mister Marshall!" 
Tuesday, Sept 18, Lillian Gish Film Theater, 7 p.m.: -"Placido" (1961), 
with English subtitles. In a provincial town, a workingman spends 
Christmas Eve trying to make the first payment on a family van while 
caught up in the activites of a large charity drive. 
8:30 p.m.: "Calabuch" (1956). An American physicist tries to disappear by 
slipping into a small coastal village where, mistaken for a vagrant, he is 
warmly accepted. 
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 112 Life Science, 7 p.m.: - "El verdugo" (The 
Executioner, 1963), with English subtitles. A young man falls in love with 
the executioner's daughter, and is reluctantly forced to join the trade. 
9 p.m.: "La escopeta nacional" (The National Shotgun, 1978), with 
English subtitles. An intercom salesman, hoping to improve his business, 
Kys for a hunting party hosted by a corrupt aristocrat, the Marquis of 
guineche. 
Thursday, Sept 20, 140 Overman. 7 p.m.: - "Patrimonio nacional" 
(National Heritage, 1980), with English subtitles. After the death of Franco, 
the decadent Marquis of Leguineche returns to Madrid in hopes of ingratiat- 
ing himself with the king's court. 
9p.m.: "Nacional IIP (National III, 1982), with English subtitles. 
This film, the last of a comedic trilogy, features the efforts of the Marquis 
of Leguineche's family to cope with their new role in Spanish society. 
Superb acting along with illogical plot 
make for "Irreconcilalbe Differences" 
(AP) - "Irreconcilable Differences" 
starts as a madcap comedy, turns to a 
satire of Hollywood, then transforms 
into a domestic drama. Rarely has a 
major film suffered such a damaging 
identity crisis. 
The authors, Nancy Meyers and 
Charles Shyer - he also directed and 
she is executive producer - wrote 
"Private Benjamin." 
But the disparity of tone mortally 
damages "irreconcilable Differ- 
ences.'' despite the presence of three 
of Hollywood's most ingratiating ac- 
tors: Ryan O'Neal, Shelley Long and 
Drew Barrymore. 
The story begins with Albert 
Brodsky (O'Neal) hitchhiking from 
New York to Los Angeles to begin a job at the Univers. •• of California at 
Los Angeles teaching film. Why 
wouldn't a college professor take the 
filane? How could anyone so Irish- 
ooking be named Brodsky? Such 
incongruities abound. 
In an obvious steal from screwball 
comedies of the 1930s, Brodsky is 
reluctantly given a ride by light- 
headed Lucy Ann Patten (Shelley 
Long), who is driving to San Diego to 
marry a naval officer. Following a 
series of slapstick situations, Albert 
and Lucy marry four days after they 
meet. 
"Irreconcilable Differences" has a 
nice look to it, and a great deal of 
earnest effort went into its making. 
Ryan O'Neal, who has had wretched 
luck with his recent films, remains an 
attractive leading man, adept at com- 
edy and capable of emotion, or at 
least, sadness. 
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VICTORY GARDEN Gara 
raum aaad typaaara taatad dunng 
a vaM to a ma/nr aaad-growar and 
hybndLiar m tha MaiMaiat 
3:00 
0 THE PAPAL VISIT Covar 
aga or rha Popaa arrival at 
DcwnavBtw Aapon atotudaa tha 
procaaaaon. Maaa and apaach. 
0 VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY HornafroM 
USA ' Trtrough yaari of wofcwioa 
and conoovaray. Avmancan opav 
*n movad horn approval 10 d-a 
■aajofactton with tha Vaanam 
War IRiQ 
0 THE   RACE   FOR   NUM- 
BER ONE: COLLEGE FOOT- 
OFF 
OUR REGULAR a" MARATHON SUB 
Gsnerous portions of ham, salami, turkey. Swiss 
8 provolone chsesss on a bad of lettuce, tomato, 
onions, mild pepper rings, mayo, 
Italian dressing. 
• Bftsa in or flm «a oaar - Ma aMnwy I I PfR* -""—rr— 
\ 
OkeA 
UJai, 
rranaemenl 
', J«'n ana r/at'f XDesiyner 
ALL NEW 
JUST FOR YOU 
Woman ond Mon't Halntyllng 
Manicuro* - Podicufoi - Foclalt 
Mokt Up LNtmo. • B»ord t Muiloch* Dotigns 
Fociol WoKing • Ey«bfOw Arching 
Eyolaih ft Eyobrow Tinting 
Goomolnc Hatfcoloting • Straighloning 
Pormonent Waving • Sculpiurod Noilt 
Noil Tipt. Nail Wrapping - Block Hair Sotvicoi r * o
Now AccoNHifMj AsdkoJntNMtits. 35J-4101 or 333-4143 
NEW HOURS: 
Mon., Wsd.. Fri. B-6, TUBS, & Thurs. 8-8, Sal. 8-3 
111 (8) t. MAIN, l.O. 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY CLEMERS 
Do Your wash For 
'100 1 
• Must be brought in 
between 8:00 1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
* Use your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
• All you pay for is 
washers & dryers & just 
$1 to have it all done! 
(up to 3 loads) 
• Good M-F only 
S24 E. WOMMI (Nail lo Myi.n 
B-SJO 352 7212 
— 
M-'MWSSS.lJ.W.V/AW/SSSJWS^^ "XMAW. ,......,,...•..........;.y.v.-.. . .f'.V.v.-. /. 
FrMav/MpMMr i«. IIM 
■ALL REPORT Cokao* footoaa 
scoraa and NgNsghia horn ■round 
*** country and a too* at nrn 
aaaajha major contact! 
OB THE ARRANGER ses- 
sions WITH SILLY TAY- 
LOR Ptarwsi. comrjoaar and adu- 
rator Billy Taylor parlor ma 
cassava by CK*a Ifcnoton and 
Gaorga Garahwwi aa wal M Mv- 
araa of l»i» own campomoni 
3:30 
O    MOVIE   **      Tha   Way 
Waai   (19071 Krt Oouotaa. Rob- 
ari Mm hum 
• CBS STOUTS SATUR- 
DAY ScftaduM Tbom*. Haarna 
v* Frod Hulchmga for tha VAC 
Sup* Waliariasnhi Chamc-cav 
shap Mia Aval; Tha Woodward 
Stafcaa. lo» rhraa-yaar-cad thor 
owghbrao* and up lava fcom Sal- 
mon) Part -> Elmom. N VI 
• COLLEOC FOOTBALL 
Oklahoma at Pntsoorgh 
V COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
4:00 
• MOVIE *** Tha Graat 
Wakto Pappar (1975) Robari 
Raotcsd BoSvartson 
• AN OUNCE OF PRE VEN 
' T»ON A look at riatng macfceal 
coata and eonaumar •nuMx-or 
horn sarvaca payrnam that mav 
forca raforma m tha nation ■ 
haatth cat a daavary ayatam 
CSPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR 200 Ifrom Oartngton. S C 1 
(nO MOVIE **••-, Tha 
Vortftct (1982) Paul Nawrrvjn 
CharkMla Rampkng 
0:00 
0 THE WALTONS 
to    CONGRESS     WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
fcVJO 
Ot    CONGRESS;   WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW 
0:00 
O (DID NEWS 
O THE PAPAL VISIT Covar- 
aga of tha Popa ■ arrival m Urvon- 
aala  Ont 
to MOVIE *** Th.ty Sac 
onda Ova. Tokyo 11944) Span 
car Tracy. Van Johnaon Ganaral 
Janmy OooHfba praparaa lor and 
9 29a    m   bombing 
SB LIMA SQUARE FAIR 
«SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMO MOVIE * * * Popaya 
119001 Hob-. W*arn«. Shotay 
Dwst Whtla saarclwtg for ras 
■athai. iha apanactfoaima, sartor 
wajria a Quami hamlat «han> ha 
porks up a loundkng and a akmny 
swaathaan   PG 
0:30 
O SB CBS NEWS 
O     RAVENSWOOO     AND 
FRIENDS 
to 13 REPORTS 
OB MAKING OF MANKIND 
AnthropoiogMl     Richard     laakay 
ttaoaa   magranon   panarrta   horn 
Ah«a mio Europa and Asia   and 
ha    aaarmnaa    tha    oricans    o* 
apaach Q 
KSPN)   NFL GAME   OF THE 
WEEK <R) 
7:00 
!THE MUPPETS 
BASEBALL Momraa. Eapos 
at NaktJaJattl Ph*aa 
• HCE HAW 
{WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
• SOLID GOLD 
■SPN)  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
i THE MUPPETS 
SM*A»S*H 
JACKIE OLE G ASON 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Auburn at Taaaa 
S:00 
to SB ArRWOt F An aiaboraW 
•chart* daaignad to lore* Hawka 
mo ravaafeng tha total-on ot 
AawoN i» thwart ad by tha com- 
bmad sHort* ot StnngMrow and 
Dommc   (Rl 
SB OtFF RENT STROKES 
Aflat ontnaaamg a bat mruvafv 
Arnold Oaodai to con van to 
Juoasarn   (Rl 
SB THE LOVE BOAT FALL 
PREVIEW PARTY Capt Stub 
mg (Gawi MadLaod) mtroducaa 
scans ot thn la* % now programi 
«tdud>ng Fmdar Of lent Lovaa 
Paapta Do Tha O/snasl Tlwnga 
and Gfcitar caaaocitajs Horn tha 
nslayork I naw and raturnatg 
aataja ars watcomad aboard tha 
l ova Boat 
CB MTV VIDEO AWARDS 
Dan Aykroyd and Batta Micaar 
boat Iras awards ahow that w* 
narna ' Baat Porfoimanca m a 
Mwc VK*KI Boat Vidao of tha 
Va«."        Baat    Concart    V.dao 
Baal MaM V-Jao Baat Famafct 
WJao. and 12 Othar award* 
to MOVIE ** Sundown 
(1941) Gano Tsvnsv Bruca 
Cabot Tha BriMh uncovar Nad 
actrvity m Ahita with tha halp of a 
Eurasian cart 
m4CI MOVIE ** Doctor 
Datrorl 11983) Oan Aykroyd 
Donna Oman A lanid conaga pro 
faaaor it racrurtad to lata tha 
ptaca of a p«np and aoon tmda 
himaarl anpytng t-a naw occupa- 
hon    R 
03O 
SB GiMME A BREAK m tha 
procau of trying to gat nd of tha 
drwga ihay profcad up ■> tha •*- 
port. Nad and AdaV run atM • 
tHfpfui cafabrrty (Part 2 of 21 (R) 
0 MOVtE *** Bankt 
Hymn' 119571 Rook Hudaon 
Martha Hyar A gantta chaptan « 
abfa to drapal hra gu4ty taaknga 
and bacoma a rrMkury haro durmg 
World War H 
9O0 
SB SB MOVIE ** Ouarlar 
back Pfirxaaa (1903) Hatan 
Hunt. Don Murray A CanadMn 
gal cauaai a a» whan aha 
dacidaa to try out lor tha r*gh 
achool football taam (Rl 
SB BOSOM OUODIES Whan 
■aabafta aaya aha a quitting har 
«b K<> and Harwy taf) hat tha raaf 
atory of an rmportant choca thay 
onca mada (Rl 
SB LOVE BOAT Tha craw and 
paaaangara of tha Pacrfc Pnncaaa 
•awl to Japan GwMta Mariana 
Hantay. Harvav Korman. Rm 
MOTano. John Rmar and Tad 
Kmghl   IRI Q 
B:SO 
INEUOE BASEBALL 
MAMA'S FAMILY A fiaah 
back shows Mama Sunoundad by 
har young ctatdran on har unhap- 
py 30th balhday  (Rl 
s. 
SB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Pariormancaa by Roaanna Caah 
and SWv* Warnar 
fTMCl MOVIE *#** Gan- 
dN (19021 Oan Kngatay. Can 
tfeoa Oargan Traoaa tha M* of 
Mahatma Gandhi who tad dam 
onatramna ot paaarva raaratanca 
>n or ow to gam indapandanca lor 
IndHt   PG g 
10OO 
O     THE     PAPAL     VISIT 
Highbghia of tha Popa a v»l lo 
Midland    Shrma    and     tha 
Downsvtaw Airport MMI 
SB        MISS        AMERICA 
PAGEANT Hoai Gary Cofcna n 
■imad   by   M«i   Amarca     1984 
SuMtta Chartaa and othar guaau 
bv«  from  tha  Convanhon  Hall  m 
Atlanta City  N J 
ffllAMF 
10.SO 
•S MOVIE *•* Sotdrar 01 
Foitwna H9S3I Clark Gabta 
Suaan Hayward An Amancan 
photogiaohar it raacuad horn 
■nprwonmant m Rod China by a 
gunrunnat 
SB     COLLEGE     FOOTBALL 
Ohto Stata at Waahmgton Stata 
1VOO 
8SB to NEWS 
THE NATIONAL i J 
SB    LIFESTYLES    OF     THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
KSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:10 
©NEWS 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
SB ABC NEWS rg 
11:30 
O MOVIE * * * B-dman 01 
Alcana/ (1962) Bun Lancaatar 
Karl Maldan Durmg hn 53 yaari 
of ■morraemmant Robari Stroud 
bacomaa a world authority on 
ba da 
O CFL FOOTBALL Ort«h Col 
umbui Lrons ai Montr aa* Con 
cordaa 
SB MOVIE *•• Tha M«n 
Who I ovad Cat Dancmg (1971) 
Burl Raynolda Sarah MINM An 
outlaw laBa m tova with tha sola 
survivor of a Dam h* gang robbad 
and muat outwit hn cohort* to 
anaura har aacapa 
11:30 
SB STAR SEARCH 
12:00 
I NEWS 
J WHITE SHADOW 
KSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Auburn at Ia>aa (R) 
12:30 
SB SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Host     Baity    Thomas     Guaaia 
Stray Cats (Rl 
9LIMOAV 
10. IBM 
SI 
IttOO 
(COMMENT 
WORSHIP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
«KIOS INCORPORATED 
THIRD TESTAMENT 
SB MOVIE * * ".     Luiia MM* 
Broadway     (19301  SNrlay  Tarn- 
pta  Jrmmy Dm ant a 
SB TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL An mtarvww with Jamaa 
Camaron. tha onfy aurvrvor of a 
1930 rynchmg IRI 
11:30 
• 9 FACE THE NATION 
I SUNDAY MASS 
THIS    WEEK     WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
SB INSIOE STORY 
S FOOTBALL TOOAV 
EARLE BRUCE 
SB MEET THE PRESS 
« FIRST EDITION 
NOVA A prohta of phyaiciat 
Vicior Wafsakopf ravaals tha 
braadth of hat miaraatt aa a 
mus* k-var and otwn o* iha 
world (R)Q 
CSPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
m*C) MOVIE ** Romanic 
Comady (1903) Dudray Moora. 
Mary Siaanburgan 
12:30 
O THE MUPPETS 
« NFL TODAY 
NFL    84 
OB ON LOCATION 
CD SNEAK   PREVIEWS N.* 
Gab an and Jaftray Lyons '•«•* 
Botaro     and    A   Ouaatron   Of 
Srtanca 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
1:00 
O    MOVIE    ***'»      Tha 
Tram     |190S)   Bun   Lamaaiar 
PaulScohald 
O MEETING PLACE Tha Rav 
lanws Jooata and tha Rav Nail 
* 3a Kontng conduct aarvica* from 
tmminusl Christian Ralorm 
Church .n Cargary AJbaria IRI 
SB NFL FOOTBALL Atlanta 
Falcons at Mmnasota VAmga 
OB NFL FOOTBALL Ragwnai 
rovaraga of Saattla Saahawka at 
Naw England Patriots Cmcmnati 
Bangais at Naw York Jata or Lot 
Angastt Rardars at Kanaaa Oty 
Cltrafs 
ION THE ISSUE 
to     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
SB MOVIE   ***      [.pa-imant 
m Tatior    (19621 Glarwi Ford. L*B 
Ramrdk 
■OPN) TENNIS World Couphw 
Charnpionahrp hnaH (hva Itom H*- 
lonHaad SO 
1:30 
■ HERE S LUCY 
!B 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
Crisrs For Ban* ma Stocks 
Guaai Mark Oidarrnan aaraor wca 
pras-dant Gpparihaamar 0 Co 
me 
2 CO 
O AMATEUR NATURALIST 
<R> 
SB TO BE ANNOUNCED 
SB GALA OF STARS 1904 
Tha Nth annual avant hoatad by 
Odwarty SJh saKitaa tha oaHorm 
mg arts laatunng muarc. Opara 
and danca among tha parformara 
ara soprano Robaru Pafara baaa 
Samual Ramay. hutist Jamaa Gat- 
way, drancara Nataha Makarova 
and Saan Lavary. and tha RadM 
City MUM Hal Rock aim 
• OPERA FROM ARENA Dl 
VERONA Toaca Puccmi • 
opara of oaaamn and poatrcal 
mmgua.   tapad at   tha Atana 0) 
Varona. taaturaa Eva Marion aa 
Toaca. Giacomo Aragal aa Cavara- 
doss, and Ingmai Waal aa Baron 
Scar p.a 
CTMC) MOVIE * * VVhar* Tha 
Ouffalo Roam (1980) BJI Mur- 
ray. Patar Boyta 
2:30 
O I HAD A DREAM A docu- 
mantary tracmg Tarry Foa a coo 
■agaoua oroaa country Marathon 
of Hopa. mrJudmg miarwawa 
with mambars of hat lamrty and 
paraonal h-tnda  (Rl 
3:00 
O THE PAPAL VISIT Covar 
aga of tha Popa a man to Wrnnr- 
pag. Marxtoba contmuaa with hra 
annral it Bad s Hal Park and tha 
caaabraiion of tha (uchanat 
OB BASEBALL Nav. York Mais 
at Chicago Cuba or anothar gama 
10 ba datarmmad Varwars nota 
Mats at Cuba wal not ba saan m 
Naw York or Chicago 
3:30 
O NFL TOO AY 
4:00 
O NFL FOOTBALL Loa Anga- 
>aa Rama at Pittsburgh Slaaaara 
SB    NFL    FOOTBALL    Dotrc-t 
Lrona at Tampa Bay Succanaara 
SFISH 
MOVIE     ***#       C—ss 
Who s    Coming    To    Oinnat' 
11967) SKtnay Potbar   Katharma 
Hapburn 
CB OK KINGDOMS looks at 
tha changm m tha countna*. crt- 
«i and aocattara of iha Paraaan 
GuN araa tokowmg iha rapid mrlu. 
<^ waalth cauaad by Iha drscovary 
of or) (Rig 
(ESPN) SUPER OOUTS OF 
THE BOS MAa Waavor va 
John Tata (March 1900 m Knoa 
vwa   Tann I   IR) 
OMC)      MOVIE      ** too* 
Mac on s Run (19B3) John 
SchnaKMr K*fc Douglas 
4:30 
OB THE MUPPETS 
0:00 
SB THE WALTONS 
SB PRAISIN HIS NAME 
to FIRING LINE    Tha Elacbon 
A Van* From Naw York/   Guaat: 
Naw York Mayor Edward Koch 
CSPN) AUTO RACING World 
Endurance Spa 1000 (from Spa. 
BrAgum I 
0:30 
OB    HYMN     SING   Saractiona 
•nckxta     Tha   Wtaa   May   Brmg 
Tha*  laarrvng       "V¥a Grva  Tha* 
Butlr-naCNvn Man And CrW 
0>an   Evarywhara. God   Mads 
Out Handa and PfaMM To Tha 
Lord" 
to MOVIE # * V, Murdar On 
Tha Midraght Eapraaa' (10761 
Judy Gaaaon. Chartaa Gray. 
EVE NINO 
0:00 
O FIGHT TO WIN 
to MINORITY REPORT 
SB    LOVING     RELATION- 
SHIPS   WITH   LEO BUSCA- 
GL1A  m  •  hsctura at  Saosmao 
to a Community Cantar   Thaatar 
tha   author   and   aducator   IBAI 
about aaiabkahmg loving rasaoon- 
ahrpa m aa parts of one s hfo 
(STAR TREK 
UNDERBEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES COUSTEAU 
■OPN) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Budnwaar Pro Sports 2000 (from 
leunglon 0h» I 
(TMO MOVIE ** Romantic 
Comady 119931 Dudkay Moora. 
Mary Siaanburgan Two aueoaaa 
tul Broadway wrrtmg partnara and 
a passional* ratatonahap that laat- 
adnmayaara PG 
0:3O 
!IF I ONLY HAD WINGS 
NBC NEWS 
7:O0 
O 01 OO MINUTES (Saaaon 
Pramaaral    Corraapondants    Maka 
WaBaoa. Malay Safar   Harry Raa> 
aonar.   Ed   0>adkty   and   Diana 
Sawyer      provide     inv«at>gativa 
raports profeae and taaturaa 
O FRAGOLE ROCK 
OB SHVER SPOONS (Season 
Pramaaral Ricky becomes annoyed 
when    has    naw    fraand    AJfoneo 
(Atroneo     R*eeol     ctaama     that 
Machaaf Jaokaon taught htm how 
to   dance     Stars   Phoky   Schroder 
and Joil Haggma 
OB RFPLEYS BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI Featured artihaal knuckla 
-nplants video games aa phyaktal 
therapy, body and faygarrukf pamt- 
8*1 
MOVIE #** Shanan- 
ooah (1966) Jamaa Stewart. 
Doug McClure A neutral larmar 
becomes ayvotvad m the Civil War 
attar has daughter promises to 
marry a Confederate aoHkar 
OB FAME 
to EVENING AT POPS 
Frederic Mike and Ronald Romm 
(trumpets) Graeme Paga (French 
horn). Eugana Wane (trombone) 
and Chartaa Oaalanbach (lube) 
compleie the claaewaRy tramad 
ensemble the Canatfran Brass 
rommg conducior John WOkems 
and the Boston Popa Orchestra 
(R) 
KSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O BEACHCOMBERS Reec 
decides to uae a hang gkdar aa a 
tool to apkt logs IR) g 
OB PUNKY BREWSTER 
(Piemane) Sevan-year-old Punky 
haa bean abandoned by har par- 
ents and n lound bvmg m a 
vacant apartment Star* Sofrat 
Moon Frye and George Geynee 
(Pan 1 of 3) 
0:00 
O OB E / R (Pramajrel George 
Jefksraon tSherrnan Hamaley) 
becomea one of the patients •■ 
Chscagos Clark Sneet Ifoaprial 
Emergency Room who *> treated 
by .is owjrburdenad siah Stars 
EBott Goufd and Lynna Moody 
O NEIGHBOURS Tha d.fler 
am kfaatytas of a Ramooyant gyp- 
sy (Harvey Ariun) and hs> naw 
rwighbou. a prim WASP IR M 
Thomeonl. lead to chaos 
OB KNIGHT RIDER M^heel rs 
set up for murdar whan ha 
atkarnpta to heap a beauaAH My 
daaignar recover a set ot stolen 
(R) 
to       HARDCASTLE       AND 
MCCORMrCK   Tha   rudga  9>m 
to the natron'e capital for whet he 
beaevee wal be an appoantmerrt to 
the US Supreme Court. (Rl g 
I STAR SEARCH 
CASTLE Anenation and live 
action  ahow  tha planning    bued- 
mg   habitation and nsga of a he 
oonal  I3th-cenlury VVasah tea lie 
to ceaties Ihreughout Wales   (R) 
KSPN)   POCKET    BILLIARDS 
Robert Woods va   U J   Puckeit 
IB) 
(TMC) MOVIE ••* North 
Oaaea Forty (1979) Nwfc Nofte 
Mac Davis Gfoupasa. peVpoppmg 
and aB-reghi partying bagm to 
take thee to! on two tun-lovmg 
but over the h-l lootOeH players 
R 
S:3K> 
O TO BE ANNOUNCED 
0:O0 
OOBMOVIEfrfr'i Some 
Kmd 01 Hero (1902) Rrchard 
Pryor Margot K.dder A war vet 
aran turns to a Me d crime after 
tha government raAaaaa to gnra 
hrm back pay he earned whaa 
bamg a prisoner in North Viet nem 
fa* era years 
O THE PAPAL VrSTT Cover- 
age of tha arrival of Pope John 
Paul n m Alberta includes the pro 
ceaaron to St Joseph s Saarac* m 
Edmonton the miarfarth prayer 
serves and the Bieesmg of the 
Croaa 
OB MIAMI VICE iPremajrol 
Oeteciives Sonny Crockett and 
Ratardo Tubba rasucundy jom 
lorces to pursue a dangerous and 
evearva drug supplier who haa 
Slam someone close to each ol 
them Stars Don Johnaon and 
Phrap Michael Tnorr.ee • 
OB NFL FOOTBALL Denver 
Broncos at Cleveland Orowne 
OB MOVIE *** vj Harvey 
(1961) Jamaa Stewart. Joaaphme 
HuB. A woman trass to have har 
brother put away whan he booms 
laBmg to his mvia*la rabM 
fremd 
OB PUTnN• ON THE HITS 
Cafrrbritani and contestants per 
form the* own vararons ol revor- 
ite hit songs Co hosts Chck Clark 
and Alan Fawcett are romed by 
Sety Struthers Ton. OaaH. Ste- 
phen Oemop. Rue Cookdge and 
■rank Siakone 
OB MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Private Schutl A Street 
•nee German juat retieesd from 
atf where he aarved a sentence 
lot fraud, is drafted mto the Ayrny 
and asiiariirJ to S.S coun- 
taraepaanage (Pan 1 of 81 (Rl g 
<EBPN) SUPER BOUTS OT 
THE '70S Leon Spmks va 
Muhammad Ak (November 1978 
ailes VegesMRI 
10:0O 
» WASHINGTON REPORT 
VIETNAM: A TELEV1 
SeON HISTORY Hornefroni 
USA Through years of vtoesnee 
and conirovaray American opev 
«n moved from approval to oSs 
sabafactaan with the Vartnam 
War IRig 
CSPN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE '70S Mohammed Ak va 
Leon  Spmka  (September   19701 
N 
rTMC)     MOVTE     ••'! Brua 
Coker (1978) Raehard Pryor. 
Harvey K anei Three fruafrawd 
Detroit Buto lactory wort era ban 
to aime brmreng them into more 
confkci and poteniaH danger than 
they ever counted on.   R 
iaso 
SB KENNETH COPELAND 
11:00 
SB OB SB NEWS 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. Wooster St. 
352-4171 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheels, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OHM 111 Monday.Saturday 
Gary 
TiT .. ,,nn.iu'iiU!i.'"ui  i'   ■ i■ i'-1,''''. 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
PHQNE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
alu^LtV » Luiirriiiutsr 
Sweet Heart Roses 
$5.75 
Cash & Carry 
FrMiv/UMMw 14. 1 
8; 
MOVIE **•> Oaatry 
■ AflBfi" (1939) Jamaa 
Martin* Oavbich An 
mnwl daputy *■"■ •*> • 
ciima rAaguad town ind capturaa 
tha aWatbona of ■ lovafy p«nv 
0 FAWLTY TOWERS 
BBPM SPORTSCE NTCR 
11:30 
!AT THI MOVtl 
THI NATIONAL Q 
MOVIE • * H "ON 01 
'44" 11173) Gary QnmN. Jat.y 
Houaar. Thraa boy* graduata from 
high achoot and Man naw aoVan- 
turoanMa 
• ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK Faaiurad a pravww of lal 
otogrammmg OP tha thraa major 
naiwort t. caMa TV. pubbc broad- 
caanng and aynatcabon 
0 FOR MY PEOPLE 
CSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Long Baaoh Stata at UCLA 
ItafO 
ONCWS 
B:00 
SO 0 0 NEWS 
NEW JIOO.OOO NAME 
THAT TUNE 
0 MAC NEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
O HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD Author Adam SmRh 
hoali anahraaa of aconomic *auaa 
and dtacuaa-sna with hnancol 
■mnQi 
B:30 
O 0 CBS NEWS 
O MOVIE  * # v»     Tarror F.om 
Wtahn    (19761 Pamata Frankhn. 
Ian Banner.   A young woman grfi- 
ad    with    ESP    bagwti    facatvmg 
laMpaftac   maaaapjaa    from   hat 
daad fwjnoa. who aha tutivn * 
away on a tr«> to Europa 
0NSC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
O    0    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   faaiurad   Sally   F*d 
(kacuaaaa har   upcomatg rob> •" 
Placaa In Tha Haan 
* WHEEL OF FOFJTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
IB BUSINESS REPORT 
ffi) M-A-S-M 
0    MACNER.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
8P.M   MAGAZINE 
FAMLV FEUD 
PEOPLE E COURT 
41 WILD. WILO WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
H) HOGAN'S HEROES 
(ESPNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
BOO 
O SCARECROW AND 
MRS. KING Amanda m Ltd 
nappad o» Caniia) Amancan rab- 
aM who ata plottaig lo Miaaa< 
n*M rhaa ptaaMJant (Ft) 
I HOUSE CALLS 
AMERICA STAYIN' 
ALIVE WINNING THE BAT- 
TLE Tony Randal hoata th* 
updau on aoantana' oftorta to 
pravani haart dNMaaa. cancer and 
ca> acodanta 
• TVS BLOOPERS AND 
PRACTICAL JOKES (Saaaon 
Pramiaral Faaturad Moopara from 
Juke Andrawi vanaty aanaa. 
Robart Idam praaanta a Straeta 
Of Naa York" aagmant nawa 
btoopera fora>gn oommaroala. 
piaebcal a*m Id McMahon and 
Da* Oart rat urn aa tar we hoata 
0 CALL TO GLORY Col Sor- 
nac * aaaiflnad to By a top aaorat 
majiean o«at China and Carl 
obi am* an aafaMd naar Edwarde 
A# Forte See» 
• 0 CHILD SEXUAL 
ASUSE: WHAT YOUR CHeL- 
DRCN SHOULD KNOW MM 
Farm! hoata a eurvey of eeauet 
abuee of cMdran focueaig on wc- 
hma. parpaaraiora and preventive 
meeourei. caaa uudree and «ier- 
wewe ara featured Q 
0 MOV* *** Tha Hoapj- 
taT' (I9'2I George C. Scon. Da- 
na Rrgg A dawauaajned doctor on 
tha verge of dworce re aavad horn 
ataoda by a young woman 
(ESPN) MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A preview of 
lorught a NFL gama between rha 
Miami Dotpheie and Buffalo Baa. 
(TMC) MOVIE ***-. 
Rachel Hachal IIBSSI Joanna 
Woodward Jamaa Olaon. 
Repebed by a laatNan encounter, a 
fiuee-ated echootteeoher haa a 
brerf. unhappy eflea with a man 
before moving on lo naw aur- 
rounoViga " 
B 30 
9 CAROL BURNETT AND 
FRIENDS 
(ESPN) NFL S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who Playad Tha Gama 
BOO 
Q KATE a. AILIE Attv Kata 
gum hat |0b at tha baval agancy. 
aha and Alaa go mio buamaai for 
thamaafyaa aafcng Alba • bakad 
good* (HI 
8 BOB MONKS. 
AMERICA STAYIN' 
ALIVE: LOCAL CALL-IN 
m NBC ALL-STAR HOUR 
Ovar 75 naw and raturnaig itata 
caMxaia tha I9B4-B5 aaaaon 
faaiurad ara an anaambla (xodoe 
hon numbar with woman fiom 
tha p>ima-tima ahowa. Harry 
Andaraon ■ comady-'nagK act. 
and a danca numbar by AMonao 
RBjtM 
S)    NFL    FOOTBALL   Mtami 
Dolpr-n* at Buffalo Britt 
CSPN) AUTO RACING NAS 
CAB 200 Ifrom Danington SCI. 
N 
B30 
O • NEWHART Chck agraaa 
to boat a taai ahow but haa aac- 
ond thoughta whan n-i hrai guaat 
ia a man with tha world t amalaat 
horaa <R) 
O THE PAPAL VISIT 
Highaght* of tha Papa a arrival at 
Edmonton. Abana 
O LOCAL FOLLOW-UP 
"Chad Sa.uai Abuaa: What Your 
Chddran Should Know' 
CV GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES Faaturaa four praeaa chorao- 
graphad to Stravairitya muac by 
E 
EX 
»< 
M€rgUS 
FIRST EDITION 
HAM DBBIDHSJ BTUDIO 
PERT HAIR STYLING 
FOR MEN & WOMEN 
Paaar Martm: dghi Eaay P»c- 
aa." "Tango.'' "Piano Bag 
MUM and "Concarto For Two 
SotoP-moa    IB) 
10:00 
#B m   CAGNEY   ft   LACCY 
Whan a notorama bounty huntar 
•now* up on tha iraa of a baa- 
jumping oraranal   Chna raoaa to 
Saha wantad man hrat IB) 
THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL cp 
0 GEORGE BURNS: HOW 
TO LIVE TO BE 10O Tha oeto- 
gananan appaara «i a aaowanci of 
Aatohaa wrth guaata Bob Hopa. 
Caahanna Bach. Arta Johnaon and 
itw lot ActgaM* Ham. chaarlaad- 
m AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE Sagun Tha vagK Mo 
of unaung haro Juan Napomuoano 
Saguvt. ona of tha laadari of tha 
Taua rawofutron. ra dramatuad 
NQ 
0 NEWS 
mna MOVIE *** Tha 
Thraa Facaa Of Eva (19671 
Joanna Waodward. Oawd Wayna 
Dunng traaunant for j fpat pat 
aonaariy a nautoic woman mam- 
faata a thad undar hypnoa» 
10:3O 
SBOB NE WHART 
LYMAN H. HOWE'S 
HIGH CLASS MOVING PIC- 
TURES Look* at tha caraar of 
tha turn of lha-cantury ttavafeng 
ahowman who ttroducad much 
Of 'uraf Amwica to tha mowng 
pactura 
KSPNI POCKET BILLIARDS 
Tnck Shota from tha Lagandory 
Pockat BAarda Star* Tourna- 
mant (Rl 
11:00 
O 0 C NEWS 
9 MONTY PYTHON'S FLY- 
ING emeus 
CO TWILIGHT ZONE 
CS BURNS ANO ALLEN 
(ESPN)    INSIDE    BASEBALL 
(Ft) 
11:06 
ONEWS 
11:30 
8 TAXI 
MOVIE ** Tha Monay 
Jungla H96BI John Encaon 
Lola Atfright An atvaatigaior ia 
ptaaaad aito aannca to gat to tha 
bottom of a aanaa of kAnga 
■yvorwng gaotograta aaaocunad 
with mtnr ori comparMaa 
CB SIMON & SIMON A j and 
Rack ara h»ad to captura a taan- 
agar who haa uaad hai homa com 
puiat to crack a banfc't automate 
tabar aannca IB) 
• BEST OF CARSON Hoat 
Johnny Caraon Guaata Bob«n 
Wdbama. Draamgwfcl. Jan Brown 
III   <R| 
CD CO LATENK3HT AMERI- 
CA Schadutad- John Stoa»a.nga« 
profaaaoi of poatcal acaKtca at 
Trinity Unraararty. San Antonio 
Toaaa. on wan and contact! 
baing fought m tha nama of raag 
•an. Urban inatituta aoonomrat 
John Palmar on Praaidant 
Raagan • hrat thraa yaari m off- 
xm. 
m TWIIGHT ZONE 
«SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:48 
fTMCI   MOVRE   ***'I     Tha) 
VatdKt      (19421   Pad   Nawman 
i 
Chartotta Rampbng An alcohobc 
Boaton lawyar puHa Nmaall 
toga that to bratg an unpopular 
madcai maaoractioa caaa to tnal 
agaviat attong oppoamon by tha 
courta. tha archdtocaaa and hai 
ownchanta   B' 
12:00 
• STREETS OF BAN 
FRANCISCO 
INEWS 
THREE STOOGES 
■SPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
CD    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVIO LETTER MAN 
• ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
■SPN* COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Nona Oama at Michigan Stata (Rl 
13:40 
CD MCMILLAN a, WIFE Saa, 
McMaMn m kidnappad. and har 
atxhKtora   damand   a   pr«aajaa 
Rambtandt aa ranaom (Rl 
1.-00 
I HAWAII FIVE   0 
I JIMMY SWAOGART 
IMOV1E ***    ThaBaach- 
combar    119661 Robart Nawton 
Gfyraa Johna 
1:30 
CD NEWS 
1:SO 
fTMC)   MOVIE   * * H     Eata^g 
Raoul    I19B7) Paul Bartal. Mary 
Woronov 
2:O0 
0 CSS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
2:30 
P CBS NEWS 
NH3HTWATCH 
3:10 
fTMO MOVIE #»#    Tha Man 
With Two Bra**    (1983) Stava 
Martm. Kathlaan Tumar 
TUESDAY 
SEPTEMBER IB, 1944 
.,„,.#-    rtaM IV Batata 
EVENING 
S:00 
800 NEWS 
NEW $100,000 NAME 
THAT TUNE 
CD MACNEIL / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
O HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 LYMAN H. HOWE'S 
HIGH CLASS MOVING PIC- 
TURES Looks at tha caraar of 
tha turn-of-lha-cantury navakng 
ahowman who aiiroducad much 
of rural Amanca lo tha movmg 
Padua 
fTMC) MOVrE ** Srfvar 
Oraam Racar H980I Dawd 
Eaaaa Baau Bndgaa A Brrnah 
motorcyda anthuauaat aVtanta hia 
late brothar a cuatonvbuat bata 
and dacrdaa to uaa n m hra bid for 
lha 600-oc trophy. PG' 
B:30 
O 0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
SABC NEWSQ 
SANFORD AND SON 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
0    0    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   Faaturaa):   an   attar- 
waw with comadwn Joa Ptaoopo 
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
0BU IU SIN ESS REPORT 
M*A*S»H 
MACNER.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
l P.M. MAGAZINE 
FAMILY FEUO 
PEOPLE'E COURT 
i WILD. WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
0 HOGAN'S HEROES 
CSPN I PKA KARATE CWf 
Thomaa va Nick MoOaaand for 
tha World Lightwaaght Champwn- 
ah« aohaduaad for 12 founda 
ifiomfiPaao Taaaa) <Rl 
BOO 
0 0 E / R 0* Howard Sha» 
♦akJ davatopa a tomamc mtaraal 
at hta boaa'a aanar^and Or. Eva 
Shatidan confronta ha> fathar • 
growing aanwiy 
0 THE A-TEAM (Saaaon 
Pramiaral Tha taam fbaa lo Miami 
to waga war agamat gangatari 
rhraaiarvng to tafca ovar a raao>t 
not* ownad by two xitar • Stara 
Gaotge Papoard and Mr T 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
■ Janat gata marnad. Tarn ratacataa 
lo Hawaa and Jack aharaa an 
apatmant with Vcky aa tha tong- 
I-TW toommataa aaparata (Fan 2 
of2ID 
0 0 CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE: WHAT YOUR CHR.- 
OREN SHOULD KNOW ChrJ 
dran at tha aarty alamantary 
gradaa dncuaa waya to copa with 
touchaa that ma* a tham uncom- 
lortabaj Q 
0 MOVIE **#■- Don i 
Look Now (1973) Juha Chnaiia 
Donald Suthorland A woman haa 
'acumng vwiom of har daad 
daughtar durmg har and har hua- 
band t stay at Vamoa 
(TMO MOVIE ** Laat Piana 
Out (19B3) Jan-M--haal Vm- 
cant. Mary Croaby A putnaMi 
thought to ba a CIA agant 
bacomaa artttappad m N<aragua 
dur aig tha laat day* of tha Somo 
raiagana   PG 
8:30 
O 0 M• A"S»H Aa tha Kora- 
an confact coma* to an and. 
raaohang tha wartirna caraara of 
lha man and woman of tha 
4077th Mobaa Army Surreal 
Hoapnaf. thay faoa tha drfhcuH 
laak of aaymg good-byo to aach 
othar |RI 
ONEWS 
0 0 CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE: WHAT YOUR CHIL- 
DREN SHOULD KNOW A 
group of   10 yaat-olda oHcuaaaa 
probtama   with babyaiiiari.   MM 
'oat aaaraotypaa and commumca- 
i>on with par and  Q 
S:00 
O JAZZ AT THE TROLLER 
0     HUNTER    IPramiaral 
Unorthodoi   loa   Angaiaa   poaea 
Sgt     Ra*    Muntar   at   ratuctantty 
taamad with vwaooua undarcovar 
datactiva Sgt. Daa Daa McCal to 
aoraa a aanaa of laammgry unra- 
latad alayawjB of young woman 
Stara Frad Oryar and Stapfanai 
Kiamar 
0 JESSIE IPramraral Pohca 
payefuaont Jaaara Haydan com ■ 
bmaa otoraaaronat aapananca with 
a aanaa of compaaaton aa aha 
daala with wolani oaranata and 
thaa vtcuma Stara Imdaay Wag- 
nar and Tony Lo Bianco 
0 0 VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY Tha war anda 
with South Vwtnam ■ aurrandar 
whan North VaHnamaaa tanka 
antar Sargon on Apm 30. 1976 
MQ 
CSPN) SUPER BOUTS OF 
THE SOS Robarto Ouran va 
Sug* Ray Laonard I Juno 1BBO HI 
Montraal) IB) 
B:30 
0     THE     PAPAL     VISIT 
haghhgh" Bl tha Papa • arnval m 
m 
r. 
354-1477 
434 E. WOOSTER      ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
10:00 
(THE NATIONAL C? 
0 THE CONSTITUTION: 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
Eaploraa tha amrtation of praai- 
dant tal powar by Congraaa 
through tha daicuairon of a hypo- 
■hahcaf caaa. among thoaa apaak- 
mg ara tormar Prawdant Garald 
Ford and rataad US Suprama 
Court Juatica Pottar Stawart. Q 
• NEWS 
CSPN) POCKET B4J.IARDS 
Robart Wooda va U J Puohatt 
BUI 
ITMCI MOVIE **** 
Thaauaa LA* Ua (1B74) Karth 
CarradHia. Shabay DuvaD Thraa 
aacapad conweta Mt off on a 
crrma apraa durmg tha Dapraaaron 
yoara m tha South R 
10:20 
ONEWS 
10:30 
O  THE   PAPAL  VISIT Covar 
aga of tha Popa a wart to Van 
couvar coniamaa with a tarly and 
a apaoch at I C Pajca). 
0 BOB NE WHART 
11:00 
RNEWS 
I MONTY PYTHON'S FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
0 TWILIGHT ZONE 
0 BURNS AND ALLEN 
CSPN) NFL S SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who Playad Tha Gama 
IR> 
11:30 
Q TAXI 
0 CBS NEWS SPECIAL 
0    TONIGHT   Hoat    Johnny 
Caraon 
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA   Schadutad    Bavarty   LaHaya. 
roundar   and praaidant   of   Con 
carnad  Woman  lor   Amarca    on 
wo-1amity anu-famtniai raauaa 
ffi) TWILIGHT ZONE 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0 MCGARRETT Stava triaa to 
aotva tha kajnapptng of a waahhy 
■ooabta whoaa huaband 'aaanit 
aha maruaron of tha poboa. IB) 
(BJ/LOBO 
THREE STOOGES 
CSPN)     NFLS    GREATEST 
MOMENTS   Highbghta   of   tha 
1972 Mam Oofphma (R) 
12:0* 
O   THE    JOURNAL   CJ   (A 
National Nawa updata praoadaa 
Tha Journal) 
12:10 
fTMC)   MOVIE   **     Oaal Of 
Tha    Cantury"    (1BB3I    Chavy 
Chaaa  S-Xurnay Waavar 
12:30 
0    LATE     NIGHT     WITH 
DAVIO   LETTERMAN   Schact- 
uaad- actor Harry Oaan Stanton. 
comadam Joal Hodgaon 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK IR) 
12:SO 
O MOVIE  ***     MyFavo.ua 
Brunafla   (1B47I Bob Hopa Dor- 
othy Lamour 
1:00 
SHAWAH FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAOGART 
MOVIE    *#*Vi       Cafang 
Northwda   777"   11948)   Jamaa 
Slawari   Halan Wabar 
CSPN)   SUPER   BOUTS   OF 
THE   'SOS Robarto Ouran v» 
Pa>no Cuavaa IJanuary   1BB3 tn 
Loa Angaiaa). Robarto Ouran «a. 
D^vay Moora (Juna 1983 m Naw 
York)  (Rl 
1:10 
0 COLUMBO Cotumbo awaa- 
bgatat tha murdar of tha format 
partnar of an advaruaatg man who 
laada a doubaa afa aa a apy fRI 
1:30 
• NEWS 
2<X) 
0 CBS NEWS 
NrGHTWATCH 
■SPhl SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE **    HaBowaan 
M Saaaon Of Tha Witch   (1982) 
Tom Atkait. Staoay Nafkai. 
2:30 
0NEVVS 
CSPN) COLLEGE FOOTSALL 
Long Baach Suta at UCLA (R) 
3:00 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGMTWATCH 
4:30 
(TMC) MOVIE   * *    Tha Kan- 
lucky fnad Mowa    119771 Evan 
Kan. Maatar Bong Soo Han 
WEOWSDAY 
SEPTEMBER It. 1BB4 
OAYTIME SPORTS 
S:30 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
B:O0 
CSPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTSALL Ehrr-naten or Ouah- 
hcation Fatal 
B:46 
O ALBERTA OUTDOORS 
10:30 
CSPN)   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
Robart Wooda va   U J. Puekatt 
(Rl 
11:30 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:00 
CSPN) TENNIS World CoupNa 
Lhamp*omnap     aamaviria     ftrom 
Halon Haad SCI (R) 
3:00 
CSPN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING Anhauaar-Buach Iniarriabon- 
al Darby (from Nawport. R 11 (R| 
BOO 
CSPN)    AEROBATICS    1983 
Maatara (bom Maaa A/n.l. (Rl 
B:30 
CSPN)   POCKET    BILLIARDS 
Robart Wooda va   U J. Puekatt 
4M 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY! 
* SCHOOL SUPPUES 
* ART SUPPLIES • 
* PARTY GOODS 
* GREETING CARDS 
* GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
new SCM Electronics 
Smiths 
HALLMARK AND      •*•«"»"■«■ 
ornci SUPPLY      (4i9> 352-1508 
mmammmm u MM 
rjAYIaat MCMES 
6:90 
;TMC)    wan      Smrnn   m 
19831 Chmtopher MM. R*h- 
■d PryOr 
9:00 
fTHO    **      The   Man   Who 
Waen i There   (1983) Steve Gut- 
torcarg. Jeffrey Tembor 
llrOO 
(TMC)    **      jKtMdi'    (1982) 
Bam MMSV. Kan WaN 
12:00 
0   * * '*    Strategy 0* Terror'" 
119691   Hugh   OBnan.   Barbara 
nwh. 
1:00 
0   **'■)    The Sly a The Lim 
K"   11943)   Frad   Aetae-e    Joan 
Leek* 
(TMCr * *   'Romanic Comedy ' 
(19831    Dudley    Moore.    Mary 
Steenburgen 
3:00 
(TMO   * » *      Five 0eye On* 
Summer    (19121 Sean Connery. 
Bet** Brantley 
6:0O 
(TMC) ** V»     Trtai To Hoty- 
wood" (1980) Hoeted by Jack* 
Cooper 
CVCHMG 
6:00 
Q0S NEWS 
m NEW * 100,000 NAME 
THAT TUNE 
S3     MACNEH.      /      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
9   CONGRESS:   WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
O 0 CBS NEWS 
O DAVE ALLEN AT LARGE 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS p 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC)   MOVIE   **     >n**dl 
11982) Belle Midar. Kan Wani A 
*mger    latke   an    unlucky    ceemo 
daalar -nto raap-ig her do away 
■Mh her obnououa boylrand    8' 
7:00 
O    0    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   Featured    en   inter 
waw with actreea Net Cariar 
O BURNING PERMITS 
J WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
HD BUSINESS REPORT 
© M"A"S'H 
0    MACNEH.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
QPM   MAGAZINE 
0 INSIDE BASEBALL 
S FAMILY FEUD 
PEOPLE*E COURT 
0 WILD.  WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
03 HOGAN S HEROES 
(ESPN)     NFL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS   H.ghkght*   of   ihe 
' 72 Miami Dolphin* IR) 
B:O0 
0  0  MOVIE   **      Cannon 
be! Run     119811 Burl  Reynold* 
Oom   OaLiaaa    Vanou*   oddball 
character! compete tn a coaei-io- 
coeei auto race. Ifll 
O THE PAPAL VISIT Cove, 
eg* of the arrival of Pop* John 
Paul ii ai Government Houea m 
Ottawa for a reception by Gover- 
nor General Jeanne Sauve 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
(Pramoral Jonathan Smith an 
angel on probation aent to Earth 
to help people m need, enbeia the 
aid of an ai-ooece officer m a o*an 
to help an elderly woman and her 
franda aave thee rehromeni home 
from oeitiuci*m Siara Michael 
landon and Vctor French 
0 THE FALL GUY iSaaaon 
Premwrel Coil How* and Jody 
puraue a pretty beH lumper to a 
reeort hotel m search of e S3 me- 
hon aiofen treeaure Star* La* 
Mafore and Doug Ban 
0 0 CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE: WHAT YOUR CHl- 
OREN SHOULD KNOW 
Uncomfortable and aomehmea 
dongerou* arluetrona for aoolai 
cenia acted out by Ihe Mmneepo 
in leuejon Thaaier Company are 
dracueaod by teen-eger* *i the 
audkance 1J 
0 MOVIE *** Dummy 
M979I LeVar Burton Paul Sonri- 
no Baaed on the true aiory o* a 
deal end iwterete Meek man who 
•a accuaad of murder and th* deaf 
attorney who defend* hen 
CSPN) AUTO RACING Formu 
la I Itahan Grand Pm (from Mon- 
lal 
B:90 
rTMCI MOVIE   *» ••>      Slumber 
Party Maaaecra    (1983) Michale 
MKheeli      Robm     St Hie       High 
achool geta have e alumber party 
what a kilter a on a lampaga -i 
■he neighborhood    R 
9:00 
O TOO CLOSE   FOR COM- 
FORT 
0 TO BE ANNOUNCED 
0 A WALK THROUGH THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
WITH BILL MOYER8 f.em 
me* the impact of change* during 
ihe 1960a. «dud«g automahon 
and computer net ion to ahow 
how much American aoceity haa 
been lorcad to accept m e ihorl 
tene Q 
0 LOCAL FOLLOW-UP 
Se»uef Abuee What Your Che- 
4en Should Know 
9:30 
O     THE     PAPAL     VISIT 
tfcghkghift of  the  Pope ft  v.a-t  to 
Ottawa 
0 HIGH SCHOOLS Looka at 
aaven pubkc high achooH reveal 
mg ihe fttrengthe and week nee aoe 
dacueeed in ihe 1983 Carnega) 
Report on American high school* 
IRI 
CSPN) PKA KARATE Gen* 
McComb v» Over Mdhv for tha 
U S Light Middhma-ght Chempt- 
onahap achedulad for new round* 
(from Lake Cher a* I* I 
10:00 
0 0 LONDON * DAVIS IN 
NEW YORK Inter nat-oneey 
renowned photofournafcat* Gay 
Dawa and Ctoudut London try to 
dacovar who a haang the moat 
eagaaa bachelor* m New York 
before Dava tarneetf becomee a 
vtcbm 
0 TME NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL C3 
0   ST.    ELSEWHERE   Aue- 
chlandar'i   light   againai   cancar 
tekee a lurn for th* wore*, and 
Morraon datee for th* feet ten* 
amc* ha wife • death IR) 
0 GREEN BAY PACKERS: 
THE GRANDSTAND 
FRANCHISE 
0NEWS 
rma MOVIE ar**   Super 
man III (19831 Chraiophar 
Reeve Richard Pryor A vallamoua 
"duitnai magnate traa to n*utrat- 
■re ihe Man of Steal by aphtttng 
hen mto ha good and eva pareon 
aMaa   PG Q 
10:90 
O BOB NEWMART 
0 A WALK THROUGH THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
WITH BILL MOVERS E.am 
me* the impact of changee during 
the 1960a. mchjckng aulomation 
and computer ma lion to ahow 
how much American eocatv haa 
been forced to accept m a abort 
hm*  [J 
11:00 
OO0 0 0NEWS 
ffi MONTY PYTHONS FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
ffi) TWILIGHT ZONE 
(ESPN) RINGSIDE  REVIEW 
tlttS 
0 BARNEY MILLER 
11:90 
O  TAXI 
0 MAGNUM. P.I. Magnum 
pom* a pro football team m tram 
*KJ lo protect an otd hand who 
may b* Ihe tar gel of an aaaaaam 
in I 
0     TONIGHT    Moat      Johnny 
Carton    Scheduled    actor   Jaeon 
Sateman 
0 ABC NEWS N1GHTLINE 
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scrwduled •■ CIA ageni 
David MacMichaei dafenda hm 
criiicam   of   Preeident   Reagan ■ 
1 aim American pokcy 
© TWILIGHT ZONE 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:66 
Q     MOVIE     **<)       Thta* 
Stranger* 11948)     Gereldme 
FiifgaraM. Sydney Gteenetreet 
Attar aharmg a winning sweep 
stake* hefeet a tno of atrangera 
also iharaa daaaier 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0BJ/LOBO 
© THREE STOOGES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:10 
(TMC) MOVIE ****   Who* 
Ahead Ol Vegetal Wool"   119661 
Eh/abeth Taytor. Richard Burton 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Sclvad- 
uted BalCoaby Gretchan Warden 
tdemon*tration of meckcal odefc 
taa). Maa America 198S 
fEBPNI POCKET BILLIARDS 
Robert Wood* n UJ. Puchett 
(R) 
12:40 
0    MOVIE    **'i      Hardhai 
And leg*    (I9B0) K*wn Oobeon. 
Sharon Gaae. 
100 
§ HAWAII FIVE -O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE #**    Confidant* 
Agent     (1945)   Cherte*   Boyar. 
TtfAASDAY 
20. IB 
DAYThME SPORTS 
MO 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
9O0 
K9PHI SPORTSLOOK (R) 
9:30 
KSPW HORSE SHOW JUMP- 
ING Anheueer-Buech inter nation 
al D*rby Ifrom Newport Rl) (R) 
11:90 
(ESPN)    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY ffl) 
12:00 
CSPN)  TENNIS World Couple* 
Charnpeinatap fman (from Hit on 
Head. SCI (Rl 
MO 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Budweaar Pro Sport* 2000 Itrom 
laungton  Ohio )  IRI 
4:00 
(ESPN) PKA KARATE Gene 
McComb v* Ohver M**> tar the 
U S Light Middktweighi Champ.- 
onahei Kheduaad tar run* round* 
(horn Lake Chert** Lal IR) 
6:30 
(ESPN) RINGSIDE REVIEW 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6:30 
(TMC1    ***      To   Rac*   The 
Weto*   (I960) Steve GulienberQ 
Randy Quaid 
8:30 
(TMC)    ****        Gandhi 
11882)   Ben   Kmgalay.   CandKe 
Bergen 
12:00 
ITlelC, * * *    North Oaea* For- 
ty'   11878) Nick None   Mac Oav- 
1:00 
0 •*'- Tha Naked Jungle 
(19841 Chariton Heeton. Eleanor 
Parfcar 
2:O0 
tTMC)  *     Harcute*     11983) Lou 
- Femgno. Sybd Darwang. 
4:00 
(TMC)     * * * ', Rachel 
Rachel' (1868) Joanne Wood- 
ward  JameeOaon 
6:00 
100 NEWS 
NEW S100.000 NAME 
THAT TUNE 
0    MACNEH.    /    LEHRER 
NFWSHCHJR 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0   CONGRESS:    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY (R) 
m*C) MOVIE * * * The Par- 
ty (1968) Peter Seeer. CteudMe 
Longer A naachaavoua Imkan 
actor createe utter chaca whan he 
aaahe* a aooai pany. 
0:90 
00 CM NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS p 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Featured B*y Oea 
Wekami dacueae* ha upcoming 
rcaeon   Oynaeiy 
{WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
0M"A«S"H 
0    MACNEH    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:90 
OP.M. MAGAZINE 
O YAN IN JAPAN 
0 FAMUY FEUD 
0 PEOPLE E COURT 
0 WH.D. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
0 HOGAN S HEROES 
C9PNI       NFL'S      fSREATEST 
MOMENTS Fooibatl Foaaa (R) 
8:00 
O 0 MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
num cornel to the atd of a women 
who wea injured a* an apparently 
innocent bystander •" a freak acci- 
dent what he wee puraumg crimi- 
nal ftuapect* IRI 
0 THE PAPAL VISIT 
H.gh*ghti of the Pop* • wait lo 
Ottawa 
0 THE COSBY SHOW 
IPremare) An obeietrtcien Irving m 
New York with ha lawyer wife 
and the* lour children traa to 
spend a Quat night at home 
Start 8* Cosby and Phykca 
Avers-Aeen 
0 PEOPLE DO THE CRAZI- 
EST THINGS (Prerrvarel Bert 
Conw hoftti segmant* feeturmg 
orcenary people caught m unuawal 
situations 
CD 0 CHILD SEXUAL 
ABUSE: WHAT YOUR CHIL- 
DREN SHOULD KNOW High 
school students dacuaa aaiual 
eeaeuH and the ways to antiopate 
and (iMwnn* nakft Q 
0 MOVIE **". Fighbng 
Back (19801 Robert Until. Art 
Carney Baaed on the true atory of 
Rocky Baw who overcame n*ar- 
oraipang war eiajra* tc liar with 
the Super Bowl champion Put* 
burgh Steeleis 
vEBPN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Memeeota Fata v* h v-vg Crane 
rTMC) MOVIE *#** Gan- 
dhi'' H982I Ban Kmgaloy. Can 
caca Bergen Trace* the Me o« 
Mahatrna Gandh. who ad dam 
onetrettone ol peeirve reaaiano* 
» order to gam independence for 
inda   PG Q 
8:90 
0 FAMLY TIES Whan EKree 
a Mncfcen with gambkng fever on 
e bcaeaaa mp U Atlantic City 
aha raaa her |0b and th* famey a 
money 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS? 
tPremare) A itreetwaa. fun (ov 
mg man a Ihe houaakiiper for a 
baautrful corporeie eeecutrve with 
e aophabcatad Meetyf* Star* 
Tony Darua and JudKh Ught. g 
9:00 
0 0 SJMON   a.   SIMON A 
aurgeon heee A.J   and Raa   to 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURED 
12933 KRAMf* RD. 
— B.O. — 
aO't LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPUTE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
KLOTZ   3Moa 
FLOWER 
FARM 
^ 
^ements ^ 
BALLOON ^ % 
8 o 
U. 
ARRANGEMENTS % 
NOW 
AVAILABLE % 
Visa     Mastercard 
353-8381 
"Located for 65 
reputable years 
at the end of S. College 
prove that a man auang hen a fek- 
mg parapagia but even th* 
Senona beat trick* can't coaa Ihe 
fraud to (tend up (Rl 
0 CHEERS Th* rewi«rvtfup 
between Sam end Own* becomee 
aarawad whan ah* tna* to preeant 
rum with a portrait of hereof 
peerted by an ecc*ntr« ariat   (Rl 
I GLITTER Q 
MYSTERYI Sergeant 
Cnbb Tha Cho* Thai Wouldn't 
Smg'' A vaage cho* *«*ma to be 
r-cfcng aorratnang when a man a 
hunted to deem over the edge of 
a quarry  (R|Q 
0       MYSTERYI Sergeant 
Cribb Mad Hatter a Hoadev ' The 
aargaant a clad m whan the 
damembered remaera of a body 
are dncovered on Brighton Beach 
IA>Q 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Harold Patty va Gr*g Rtchardeon 
tor Ihe NABf Ban tern weigh I 
CtavnpainetHp. atiaakaed for 12 
round* lave from lea Vagaa. 
Nev) 
10:00 
O 0 MaXE HAMMER After 
iur dared m ha office 
muei fmd out rf h* wae 
actually the intended target IRI 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL Q 
0 HCL STREET BLUES Ran 
ko get* cotd feat menae* before 
ha wedcang. Devenport make* 
plan* IO fly to Para, and three 
loan ftharkft aaure a *H bue IR) 
0 20 / 20 (Saaeon Pramate) 
Coneapondenia mcludir>g Berbera 
Waller*. Tom jeriaf end Geratdo 
Rivera preaani inveatigative 
report* tpeciel feature* and per- 
aonaHy prohkn Hugh Down* 
returna a* tera* heal Q 
0 MYSTERYI Sareaant 
Cnbb Mad Haitw a hVjadav Th* 
aergeem a caked m whan tha 
uNamembered remaena of a body 
a* dacovered on Brighton Beech 
IRIQ 
©NEWS 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Private Schull" A atreet 
waa German aait rekteeed horn 
aal whara Tm *erved a aentence 
to fraud, a drafted into Ihe Army 
and aaeigned to S S coun 
tereeponage  (Pert  1 of 6) (R) Q 
10:90 
HD BOB NEWHART 
ll:00 
1000 NEWS 
MONTY PYTHONS FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
©TWILIGHT ZONE 
0 BURNS AND ALLEN 
11:OB 
0NEWS 
11:2B 
O GOOO ROOKIN' TONITE 
Terry David Mukkgan mtervww* 
member* of Apr- Wine: wdaoa by 
Naked Eye*. Flock of Seegu** 
Slede Bonna Tyfar. Lou Reed 
KM. 
11:90 
«TAXI 
NEWHART OK*, and Joan- 
na aarn that a vary old human 
body a bunad at tha ewi'a b*ee- 
ment   IRI 
0     TONIGHT     Meat      Johnny 
Caraon   Scheduled   Slav* Martin. 
actraaa Anna Pon*. 
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
0 0 LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scraduted author and lectur- 
er Leo Buecagka aharee aacarpta 
from ha n*w book "Lowng Each 
Other . D*Ek Van Pallen atar at 
an epaode of the new fall PBS 
children * tana* "Wonder- 
Work* 
0 TWILIGHT ZONE 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCJ MOVIE ** Loofcm To 
Gat Out" (1982) Jon Voajhi 
Arm-Margret A par of gartybfara 
fata lo Laa Vagaa from New York 
with the mob on thee rraC   'R' 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
SBJ/LOBO 
THREE STOOGES 
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:OB 
0 MOVIE   **">      ThaO.de* 
Of 6- Camay   (1981) Ray Sna 
key. Richard Cranrta 
12:26 
O MOVIE * *   Operation Pat 
iicoat    (1969) Cary Grant. Tony 
Curia 
12:90 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Sched- 
uled euthor La* Banbach. Karal 
Soucak (went over Niagara Fat* 
ma barrel! 
CSPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Harold Petty v* Greg Richardaon 
for tha NABF Bantamweight 
Chempaxwhap. fttiadufad for 12 
round* (from La* Vegee Nev I 
(Rl 
1:00 
0 HAWAII FIVE-0 
0 JIMMY SWAGGART 
0 MOVIE *** The Joker a 
Wad''      (1967)     Frank     Sinatra 
Jeanne Crewv 
1:20 
(TMC) MOVIE * *   Where The 
Buffalo Roam    119601 Ba Mur 
ray. Peter Boyle 
1:90 
0NEWS 
2:00 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
2:90 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
MO 
CSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMCl  MOVIE   **V)      Getting 
tt    On      (1983)    Martin    Yoat. 
Haaihw Kennedy 
9:90 
CSPN) PKA KARATE Gene 
McComb a*. Okvar Maar to the 
U.S. Light Middk»wea*it Champ, 
onehe? ttcJaakaed to ran* round* 
(from Lake Chartaa. Lal. tR) 
4:40 
(TMC) MOVIE **H    ThaPar- 
ty   M968) Patar aaaara. Oeudew 
Longat 
ITflWH 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS" 
M Sal 8-12 
Sunday 811 
•Beer 
•Wine 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
332-9*31 780 S. Col lag* 
